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Letter from the Editor

Jeff Schweitzer

Eh, You Lookin’ At Me?
Unless your powers of observation have
been diminished by too much time in thin
air, you will have noticed the magazine
cover is different from previous issues.
After a good run of 10 years the time
has come to revitalize and modernize
our look. In addition to new cover
art you will find numerous upgrades
within, from sharper graphics to a more
logical presentation to full color author
photos; yes, we have retired the twotone look, hip in 2000, not so much in
2010. Content has changed, too, as
we expand MMOPA news to a standard
feature article, add a column devoted
to the Matrix, and include reports and
updates from the Safety and Training
Foundation. Change is never easy but
good results make the effort worthwhile.
I hope you are as pleased as I am with
our new makeover. If you are unhappy
email me at: indifferenteditor@roundfile.
burnmail.com.

Polite Persistence
Battling some nasty weather en route to
the MMOPA Board meeting in Charlotte,
North Carolina, I arrived in moderate rain
after passing through one last broken line
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of thunderstorms about 50 miles west
of the field. The airport, KCLT, has three
long parallel runways oriented northsouth, with GA directly off of 18L/36R,
and one runway diagonal to the others
(5/23) crossing the approach end of
18L. When first handed to approach,
I was told to expect 36L, which would
give me the farthest possible taxi to the
ramp. So I requested 36R, with “on
request” as the response. Handed off
to the next approach controller, I was
again told to expect 36L, and I again
politely requested 36R. After a short
pause, the controller told me to expect
36C. Some improvement at least. I
was nearing the field with diminishing
time to negotiate. So I set up for the ILS
to 36C, was cleared for the approach,
and started down the localizer in IMC. I
broke out at about 1000 feet AGL, with
decent visibility through the rain. I told
the tower that I had 36R in sight and
requested a side-step to that runway.
Cleared as requested! I rolled out right
on the exit that leads directly to the
FBO. Every now and then some quiet
persistence pays off.

Sump Baby Sump
After our Board meeting I departed
KCLT for Golden Triangle (KGTR) in
Mississippi, where I would stop for fuel
on my return to Austin, Texas. Climbing
through FL200 for FL260 my Fuel Filter
light annunciated. The OAT was already
well below freezing, so my first thought
was that the fuel was beginning to gel,
although I was nowhere near the limit
of -40 degrees when Jet-A starts getting
squirrely. This is not an emergency but
means that fuel is bypassing the first
filter, either due to contamination or
freezing. The usual action is to request
lower to get into higher temperatures if
freezing is the expected problem. But
before I decided on my course of action,
the light extinguished.
I continued my climb and leveled off
at FL260. With that single intermittent
illumination, the most probable cause of
the anomaly was a bad pressure switch,

a relatively common occurrence. Fuel
filters do not spontaneously get clogged
and then cleared of debris, or freeze
less as temperatures decline. As if to
emphasize the intermittent nature of the
problem, the light stayed out until just
prior to beginning my descent to KGTR.
The light came back on and stayed on
until shutdown. I called the MMOPA
hotline to discuss the symptoms with
Kevin Mead.
Given my description
of the symptoms, he concurred that
the most likely culprit would be the
pressure switch, but that nevertheless
we needed to take a closer look. Sure
enough, when I re-started the engine
for the final leg home, the Fuel Filter
annunciator never illuminated, nor did it
during any of the remaining flight.
I arranged to fly up to KHUT the following
morning. On my flight to HUT the Fuel
Filter warning was unlit until about midtrip, when it stayed on until I shut down
the engine at Mead Aircraft. I was more
convinced than ever that I just had a
switch problem, easy enough to fix.
I was wrong (however unlikely that
may be). When we took off the cover
to the first fuel filter, the picture was not
pretty. Rather than being clear, the fuel
was a dark murky brown. When the
contaminated fuel was filtered down
to a concentrate, the impurity was a
slimy gelatinous goo, almost certainly a
biologic. Worse, the second filter in line
was contaminated. Finally, holding my
breath, we took off the third filter and
to my horror that was soiled as well.
This was now a potential nightmare.
With the last line of defense breached,
we knew that contaminated fuel had
made its way to the fuel nozzles. In a
turbine, if the spray from those nozzles
is not precisely patterned as intended,
the interior of the engine can be badly
damaged, requiring an expensive hot
section repair. By expensive I mean
well over $100,000. The only thing we
could do at this point is remove every
nozzle and see how badly the spray

pattern had been impacted by the
contamination. One by one we tested,
and while each was just off enough to
warrant cleaning, none demonstrated
a catastrophic change in spray pattern.
Next the engine was carefully examined
with a borescope to see firsthand
if anything in the hot section was
anomalous. I am sure I did not breathe
for about two hours, but finally with the
nozzle test and borescope behind us, I
knew I had dodged the bullet.
While I can offer no concrete proof,
simple logic and the chronology of
events would indicate that I took on bad
fuel in Charlotte. I had no problem any
time prior to my trip to Charlotte, and
the problem announced itself shortly
after takeoff from there. Draw your own
conclusions. I informed the general
manager of the FBO of the situation,
and will pursue no further actions
there. I had the distinct impression he
would follow up carefully and improve
procedures where possible to ensure
better quality control of the fuel sold at
that facility.
Was my response to the initial failure
indication wishful thinking? Feel free to
armchair quarterback; I leave you with
plenty of material with which to work.
But as a practical matter I believe many
pilots would have taken similar actions
to mine given the intermittent nature
of that specific problem. As always,
though, the PIC is ultimately responsible.
Where did I go wrong? Sumping. Like
the vast majority of turbine pilots I know,
I do not sump fuel prior to every flight.
That is reality, and for better or worse,
common practice. Unlike with pistons,
a little bit of water in the fuel will not
have significant consequences. I skip
sumping not because I am lazy, but to
avoid the leak-prone under-wing ports;
if a small bit of debris slides in when you
depress the spring to allow test fuel to
flow, or if the spring does not reposition
properly when you release pressure
to stop, the result is anywhere from
an annoying drip to a gusher of fuel
pouring out.
Another consideration is that unless
a reasonable time has passed since
fueling, any contaminants might not
make their way down to the sumps. I
usually depart immediately after fueling.
Why you might ask? I must be present

when taking on fuel – that is an absolute.
But I cannot fuel upon my arrival if I
intend to fill the outboard tanks to the
tabs for greatest range; when the wings
are that full, even in moderate heat,
the fuel would start pouring out the
overflow tube. So I top off right before
departure.
Finally, the header tank and fuel filter
are easier to sump, but they reveal little
about the Jet-A just taken onboard: the
fuel filling the wings will only reach the
header tank and filter after engine start.
However, sumping the header tank and
filter does reveal something about the
fuel added at the previous stop.
That, at least, was my logic prior to my
visit to Charlotte. No more. Sump baby
sump is my new mantra. I’ll use the
wing tanks to test, flaws and all, the fuel
just added, and the header tank and fuel
filter to examine the fuel just consumed.
Messy, unfortunate and a pain, but
better than a hot section repair.

May 19, 1990
I discovered to my surprise that I
completed the last entry page of my
logbook when filling in the details of a
recent flight to the west coast. I was
lulled into complacency about getting
a new book by the several pages that
remained, none of which it turns out
could be used to record a flight. So
logbook number three bit the dust. I
took the well-worn binder to join his two
brethren in my safety deposit box. This
secreting away of the logbooks in a
bank vault is a bit paranoid since all my
entries are also recorded electronically
on AircraftLogs.com, but paranoia is
reasonable for the paranoid. So back
off, and keep your hands where I can
see them at all times. Anyway, while
digging through the $10 million in cash,
stolen diamonds, rare coins, forged
bearer bonds, and photographic proof
of UFOs, I could not resist glancing at
my first logbook. The first entry read
0.6 hours in a C152 out at Montgomery
Field in Gaithersburg, MD (KGAI), with
a remark ever-so-carefully-written to
note that this was my introductory flight
prior to taking my first lesson. I went
up with a nasty piece of work for a CFI
who fortunately did not become my
instructor. The date of the entry was
5/19/90, meaning that May of this year

marked for me 20 years in aviation.
Even more amazing considering I am
only 25 years old.
Along the way I have flown the natural
progression of singles (C152, C172,
C182, Archer, Bonanza V35, Bonanza
A36), and twins (Seminole, Senecas
I thru IV, Baron B58, CT303 Crusader)
common to so many pilots. But when
I first sat in the left seat of that C152,
awed and intimidated by the daunting
complexity of a flying machine, not even
the most outrageous fantasy, the wildest
most ridiculous delusion, could have
put me in a turbine PA46. Sprouting
wings and flying to the moon would
have seemed more likely. Yet here
I am. In the last three days I flew my
JetProp to cities in Nevada, Maryland,
Alabama and Texas, ever thankful for the
speed, comfort, reliability, and amazing
economic utility of that incredible
machine. So much airplane and so
much performance for the money.
Perhaps one day I will fly a PiperJet, or
a Phenom 100 or a Mustang. Moving
up from the JetProp to those superb
aircraft would be terribly exciting of
course, and I hope to have the privilege
someday. But I suspect the next step
up, no matter how amazing, is not the
same life-changing leap as taking the
controls for first time in a complex,
pressurized, cabin-class turbine. The
turbine PA46 is an impossible dream
brought to reality over an astounding
ride of 20 years, which all started for me
on that day in May in 1990.
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Piper Perspective
Terrific Team, RACE for
Improvement
includes overall responsibility for sales,
marketing and, importantly, customer
support. His contributions have already
been felt within the Piper family and will
soon be felt throughout the entire Piper
community, including our customers, 27
dealers, 65 service centers and 2,500 field
personnel.

Kevin J. Gould
President & CEO

If an economic downturn has a silver
lining, we have found it at Piper Aircraft.
Conditions in the economy and the
attractive coastal lifestyle here in Vero
Beach have combined to give us a
window of opportunity to add to an already
topnotch staff of aviation professionals
working on product improvement and
product development programs.
Our new colleagues have been assigned
to a number of programs important to
our future and to our relationships with
customers, particularly the Malibu-Mirage
Owners and Pilots Association. For
example, we have recently added nearly
100 experienced engineers to work in
areas critical to the future.
Overall, our employment in Vero Beach
has grown by roughly 340 employees
in the past year as we have ramped up
production from 2009 levels. These
additions to our payroll have added
immensely to our capability to respond to
the marketplace.

Randy Groom, EVP
One such positive addition to Piper and
our senior leadership team is Randy
Groom, whose reputation and talents
are well recognized within the general
aviation industry. As our new Executive
Vice President, Randy’s portfolio for Piper
10
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Randy’s exceptional career has prepared
him well for his responsibilities with us.
He earned recognition for his roles as
Beechcraft’s president and as president of
that company’s global customer support
organization. He has also been a partner
and part owner in a successful FBO and
aircraft dealer organization. He learned
to fly in a Piper Cub, some 10,000 flight
hours ago.
Randy has provided wise counsel to
many leading aviation organizations, from
aircraft manufacturers to start-up airplane
development companies to FBO and
dealer organizations. Piper was among
his many clients before he joined us. Put
simply, Randy knows our business inside
and out and from just about every angle,
and we look forward to his contributions
here.

Reliability of Aircraft and the
Customer Experience
From Randy’s early days consulting
with us, he embraced and supported
our ongoing RACE (Reliability of Aircraft
and the Customer Experience) product
improvement program. Now this product
improvement program is important to him
in his new responsibilities with us.
Led by Jeff Barger, our VP of Operations
and RACE team leader, the program is
committed to extraordinary quality and
a superior customer experience. The
product improvement team is cross
functional, with participants from most
areas of the company. In addition to
Operations, senior RACE team members
come from engineering, supply chain and
aftermarket development, manufacturing
operations, customer operations, quality,
and our dealer and service facility
network.

Progress in Less Than a Year
Beginning in August 2009, this small and
agile Piper action team, backed strongly
by our senior leaders, began by examining
12,000 lines of warranty claims and two
and a half years of warranty experience.
Of the almost 150,000 aircraft we have
built through the years, some 90,000
still fly today, so we had considerable
experience from which to draw.
The team sorted and analyzed warranty
claims by occurrence and presented them
to dealers for feedback and corroboration.
We immediately identified 25 actionable
items across the broad Piper product
line. Quickly, the group began to solve
matters
involving
air-conditioning
systems, fuel quantity and leak issues,
cabin pressurization, component chaffing
on door cables, engine component
dependability, the hydraulic system, safety
belts, de-ice, fasteners, wheel bearings,
aircraft paint, batteries and other topics.
Demonstrable Results
Since its inception, the Reliability of Aircraft
and the Customer Experience team has
achieved demonstrable results. Of the 25
items originally indentified as actionable,
85 percent are completed or in the works
today. Additionally, the RACE team has
finished other items not originally included
as part of the warranty data.
Some of the improvements are incorporated in new Pipers coming off our
assembly lines in Vero Beach, and some
are addressed through service bulletins
and service letters. All of the improvements
are part of our laser focus on customer
satisfaction. The program continues,
as does a renewed effort to maintain
continual two-way communication with
dealers and customers.

Yesterday, Today, and
Tomorrow
At Piper, we are very proud of our rich
legacy from more than seven decades
in the airplane business. We are also
proud of the support that our authorized
service facilities provide every day on
every continent. While we take our history

seriously, we focus today on giving Piper
owners, pilots and passengers a superior
experience and exceptional customer
care. And we build for the future with
the addition of key team members and
thoughtful aircraft improvements to the
company’s broad product line based
on real-time experience and data from a
large global fleet.

Kevin J. Gould, President and Chief
Executive Officer
Kevin Gould, who was promoted to the position
of President and Chief Executive Officer and
appointed to the Piper Board of Directors in
2009, joined Piper in 2005 as Vice President
of Operations. Since arriving at Piper, Gould
has overhauled the company’s manufacturing
operations to meet production schedule
commitments while improving both cost and
quality performance. Previously he served as
Senior Vice President of Operations at Adam
Aircraft Industries in Denver, Colorado, where he
set up the company’s manufacturing and quality
organizations in preparation for commercial
production of its A500 aircraft. Gould spent
12 years at the Boeing Company in various
operational roles within Boeing’s commercial
aerospace business.
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Note from the President
Member Advocacy
Addresses Next Gen Avgas
Demise of 100LL Now A
Political Certainty.

Jonathan Sisk

While accounting for only 0.1% of all
transportation fuels, avgas has become
the largest source of atmospheric lead
emissions. The EPA has given General
Aviation a pass on 100LL for decades, but
on April 28, 2010, the agency issued an
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(ANPR) on lead emissions from aircraft in
response to a 2006 petition by Friends of
the Earth, beginning the “endangerment
finding” process. An exhaustive account
of the ecological pressures to eliminate
tetraethyl lead (TEL) in avgas is not
possible here. (Look on our forum for
more information.) But let me summarize
the situation as follows:
•

Fighting the current ecological
initiatives to outlaw TEL from avgas
on the basis of actual, instead of
perceived, environmental impact has
intellectual merit, but will not succeed
politically. I have not found even a
single person knowledgeable on this
issue who believes otherwise.

•

Even assuming uninterrupted availability of the TEL additive from the sole
European supplier, anticipated EPA
actions will force the demise of leaded
avgas by 2017, if not sooner.

Replacing 100LL Avgas
Suddenly Center Stage
Since my last update on MMOPA business,
the issue of finding a viable replacement
for 100LL avgas has exploded. In only
a matter of a few weeks the issue has
gone from a 20-year-old background/
future problem to one now urgent, front
and center. Not surprisingly, this has
consumed enormous amounts of my
time since the second week of June when
most of the owner/pilot associations (type
clubs) joined voices to form a coalition to
ensure that our members’ interests are
properly represented in the process of
finding the next gen avgas.
For MMOPA piston owners, the stakes
could not be higher. This is an existential
issue. If our industry were to adopt the
wrong replacement avgas (say 94UL),
the effect on the Malibu/Mirage/Matrix
fleet would be crippling. We would see
restrictive operating limitations such
as reductions in gross weight and
engine temperatures; reduced aircraft
performance and utility; higher direct
operating costs; and plummeting of
aircraft values. As an association, and
individually, we must be fully engaged on
this issue.

14
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Between now and 2017, I think everyone
can agree that finding an unleaded avgas
formulation of sufficient octane to function
properly in all piston aircraft (including
high performance machines like the PA46)
should be encouraged and accomplished
sooner rather than later. While that might
seem like stating the obvious, this simple
fact seems to have become lost within the
FAA bureaucracy. The time for institutional
jawboning and foot-dragging has past.
Artificial barriers to certifying new fuels
must be replaced by a commitment to
expedite all fuel candidates through the
certification process.

The 30/70 Rule
Recently, Teledyne Continental Motors
(TCM) announced its support of 94UL,
essentially 100LL avgas minus the TEL
additive, based on the assumption that

lower octane fuel will function properly in
70% of the general aviation piston fleet,
and that TCM would be able to adapt most
of its engines to use 94UL by modification,
de-rating, or a combination of the two.
Reaction from associations representing
owner/pilots of high performance aircraft
was swift and certain. While a sub-100
octane fuel might work for 70% of GA piston
aircraft, the remaining 30% flying high
performance aircraft consume 70% of the
avgas. Clearly a solution that leaves these
aircraft behind, or subject to significant
modification and/or limitations, would
in fact devastate the entire GA economy
and infrastructure. Imagine what a 70%
reduction in fuel sales would do to your
local FBO, or what the resulting reduction
in flight hours would do to maintenance
shops, or sales of high-ticket avionics
upgrades. The entire enterprise would
all come to a grinding halt. I understand
TCM’s marketing self-interests, but the
proposed solution is shortsighted. We
must consider 94UL only viable as a last
ditch, backup plan if no better solution
can be found. Not surprisingly, Lycoming
in contrast to TCM has responded that
despite the company’s own advances
in employing electronic engine controls,
settling for a lower octane fuel would be
a huge mistake for the industry. Electronic
engine controls can compensate for only
a tow to three point reduction in octane,
so hardware technology is at best only a
partial solution at this point.

Uncertainty’s Impact on the
GA Economy
One does not have to wait years to
anticipate the economic effects that a
delay in making unleaded fuel available
would have on the GA economy. We see
the impact already. As the masses of GA
pilots have awakened to the situation,
fear, uncertainty and doubt (FUD, not
FOD) have already crept in and are having
a paralyzing affect on GA businesses.
In today’s aviation economy, already
hammered by the recession, evidence is
mounting that consumers are delaying
aircraft purchases, engine overhauls,
performance modifications, and even
avionics upgrades until some clarity
emerges on whether a satisfactory avgas
solution can be developed and certified.

The longer the uncertainty continues,
the more the GA economy will become
locked up.

Approval Strategies and
Bottlenecks
Obviously, the best strategy for quickly
finding the optimal unleaded fuel
solution is to accelerate the development
and approval process. Ultimately, the
certification of any new fuel rests squarely
with the FAA. However, the approach for
the past 20 years has largely been to
outsource or delegate this task to ASTM
International, originally known as the
American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) and its Coordinating Research
Council, Inc. (CRC), which meets only
twice a year. The FAA understandably
would like to find a replacement fuel that
conforms to the current ASTM D-910-07a
specification for avgas, allowing a fleetwide approval process with the stroke of
the pen. However, the ASTM has tested
some 200 fuel candidates in the past
20 years and none proved satisfactory.
At this point we can see clearly that the
solution will be found outside the existing
avgas specs and will likely be developed
not by an industry consensus group, but
by entrepreneurial innovators.

compliance. However, at this writing,
one STC fuel application filed in early
December 2009 remains in “purgatory”
at the FAA, blocking the approval process
to which the applicant is legally entitled.
(See AC 20-24B
h t t p : / / w w w. f a a . g o v / r e g u l a t i o n s _
policies/advisory_circulars/index.
cfm/go/document.information/
documentID/22564). Here is a summary
of the process for the applicant:
•
•

Create a detailed fuel specification;
Demonstrate conformity with the
specification;

•
•
•
•
•

150 hour engine run under various
harsh conditions;
Test for detonation margins;
Engine tear down inspection for
unusual wear;
Demonstrate material compatibility
with fuel tanks, sealants, components,
etc.;
In flight air operability testing.

None of that is easy, of course, and
compliance requires a sophisticated
engine test stand. But neither is this rocket
cont. page 16 ►

Specification vs. Innovation
Lost on the FAA, ASTM, and trade
associations is that the development
of a workable fuel must precede the
development of a specification, not the
other way around. Industry standards
are an absolute necessity for conformity
of production. The first sentence of the
current ASTM D910 spec states: “This
specification covers purchases of aviation
gasoline under contract and is intended
primarily for use by purchasing agencies.”
Our whole approach to a solution has been
exactly backwards, based on expediency.
With 20 years of proving where the solution
is not, we must now focus on innovation,
rather than the path of least resistance,
and demand a regulatory environment in
which those who have potential solutions
can exercise their legal right to make their
way through the approval process without
artificial constraints.
We no longer have the luxury of adhering to
the ASTM’s schedule of meeting every six
months to review, discuss, and hopefully
move the process along. The FAA already
has in place the regulations and policy
(AC 20-24b) to approve new fuels via the
STC process, which can move at a much
more rapid pace – months rather than
years – to test and determine regulatory
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Note from the President
(continued)

science. And contrary to some opinion,
the process does not require the FAA to
conduct any tests at the agency’s Tech
Center. Tests of this type have been done
routinely in the past to certify engines at
TCM, Lycoming, and elsewhere. GAMI
has done complete FAA-approved engine
type certification runs on its test stand,
including the detonation testing. I have
personally witnessed these tests when, in
my former life of developing engine mods,
I used GAMI’s facilities to ground test our
reconfigured Mirage engine.

Reasons for Optimism
Currently, at least two 100-plus octane
unleaded fuel candidates are actually flying
under experimental R&D airworthiness
certificates, in high performance aircraft:
Swift Fuels in a Navajo with 350hp
Lycoming engines, and GAMI’s G100UL
in a Cirrus SR22 turbo-normalized TCM
high-compression engine running at near
full power, lean-of-peak. Other companies
with unleaded fuels may yet be on the
horizon. Since the STC process is the
“fast track” in this situation, gaining some
STC approvals as soon as possible is
important to calm the market and restore
pilot confidence in the long-term GA
economy.
‘

The Role of MMOPA
MMOPA takes the position that the FAA
should do everything in its power to
incentivize the development and approval
of unleaded avgas fuels from all comers.
I have called on the Administrator to
immediately remove all administrative
roadblocks to the STC approval process
and adequately staff the agency with
the necessary project engineers with
expertise in the evaluation and testing
of fuels. Currently, the FAA has only one
project engineer at the Engine Propeller
Directorate with any long-term experience
in this area. This might explain some of
the foot-dragging, given the awesome
responsibility for supervising the approval
process for such a vital aviation resource.
However, supplemental type certifications
are not done at the Engine Propeller
Directorate. They are done at the halfdozen regional aircraft certification offices,
with only guidance and direction from the
Engine Propeller Directorate. At least that
is the way the process is supposed to work.

16
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Related to all this is funding. The FAA’s
tech center, where independent testing
in special cases can be accomplished,
is essentially unfunded by the Congress.
Consequently, the center has limited
resources. So our efforts will extend to
lobbying Congress for adequate funding
as well.
MMOPA does not endorse any particular
fuel candidate at this point. Our efforts are
focused on expediting the certification
process, which will benefit any and all
willing to risk capital to bring a potential
solution to the market. MMOPA is pleased
to represent its members’ interest in
this matter, but frankly your individual
participation is also needed. We need
each of you to write individual letters
to your congressional representatives,
asking for their help in moving the FAA to
take ownership of this issue and expedite
a solution by removing all artificial road
blocks and allowing competing products
to demonstrate compliance under the
long-standing and well-defined policy.
Please send me email copies of any letters
and other communications.

20th Anniversary Convention
Reminder
Remember to register for this year’s annual
convention at the Ritz-Carlton, Amelia
Island, Florida, October 27-30. Every
member who registers by September 30
will be automatically entered into a contest
to attend the convention for FREE: free
luxury room, free registration for two, and
much more. For more information, check
online and take a look at the Convention
Preview Presentation. You do not want to
miss this convention.

Jon is an entrepreneur, the CEO of Audio
Authority Corp in Lexington, Kentucky, an
electronics manufacturing company that he
founded in 1976. Audio Authority designs and
manufactures a variety of electronic devices for the
home entertainment trade, audio-video intercom
products for drive-up banking and pharmacies,
and consumer HDTV signal routing systems.
Jon began flying in 1979 to visit customers
all over the US. He has owned a single-engine
Commander, Piper Turbo Saratoga, Cessna 335
twin, and a Piper Malibu Mirage since 1998.
“The Malibu design represents the perfect balance

of speed, size, comfort, and economy. That it
is still contemporary and relevant in today’s
market is a tribute to Piper and the original
PA46 design team. They really got it right! From
2001-2009, Jon also was the owner of Enhanced
Flight Group, an aviation modification business
specializing in performance STCs and upgrades
for the PA46 Malibu series aircraft. For fun, Jon
and his wife Diana (a Piper Dakota pilot) enjoy
flying to Deerfield Resort (TN44) in Tennessee
with their 3 parrots (surrogate grandkids) to enjoy
the mountains, boating on Norris Lake, and the
aviation community there. They are expecting
their first grandchild in September! Jon can be
reached at jsisk@mmopa.com or 859-351-5429.
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MMOPA News
Runway Incursions and the
Art of the Taxi
technology solutions, in conjunction with
training and procedural evaluation and
changes, to reduce runway accidents.
Recently established programs that
address runway incursions focus on two
complementary areas. First is to identify
the potential severity of an incursion.
The second is to reduce the likelihood of
incursions through training, technology,
communications, procedures, airport
signs (and marking and lighting), data
analysis, and the development of local
solutions. The FAA’s initiatives include:

Richard Rochfort

In February 1991, the FAA replaced the
National Air Space (NAS) Plan with the
more comprehensive Capital Investment
Plan (CIP). The new document outlined
a program for further enhancement of
the ATC system, including higher levels
of automation as well as new radar,
communications, and weather forecasting
systems. One of the CIP’s programs
currently underway is the installation and
upgrading of airport surface radars to
reduce runway incursions and prevent
accidents on airport runways and
taxiways.
According to the FAA’s Airplane Flying
Handbook, a runway incursion is any
occurrence at an airport involving an
aircraft, vehicle, person, or object on the
ground that creates a collision hazard
or results in a loss of separation with an
aircraft taking off, landing, or intending to
land. The three major areas contributing to
runway incursions are: communications,
airport knowledge and cockpit procedures
for maintaining orientation.

Technology Push
According to the Instrument Pilot Handbook, technology offers the means
for both controllers and flight crews to
create situational awareness of runway
incursions in sufficient time to prevent
accidents. Consequently, the FAA is taking
actions that will identify and implement
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• Promoting
aviation
community
participation in runway safety activities
and solutions.
• Appointing nine regional Runway
Safety Program Managers.
• Providing training, education, and
awareness for pilots, controllers, and
vehicle operators.
• Publishing an advisory circular for
airport surface operations.
• Increasing the visibility of runway hold
line markings.
• Reviewing pilot-controller phraseology.
• Providing foreign air carrier pilot
training, education, and awareness.
• Requiring all pilot checks, certifications,
and flight reviews to incorporate
performance evaluations of ground
operations and test for knowledge.
• Increasing runway incursion action
team site visits.
• Deploying high-technology operational
systems such as the Airport Surface
Detection Equipment-3 (ASDE-3) and
Airport Surface Detection Equipment-X
(ASDE-X).
• Evaluating cockpit display avionics to
provide direct warning capability to
flight crew(s) of both large and small
aircraft operators.

Magnitude of the Problem
Learning to taxi an aircraft is one of the
first operations a student pilot is taught
during training. Apparently the lessons
are not sticking because a surprising
number of accidents or incidents occur
annually during taxi operations. Statistics
compiled for 2009 show 951 runway
incursions, down from 1009 in 2008. The
figure for 2007 is 370, but the jump the
following year is almost certainly more

of a reporting phenomenon than one
reflecting any real change. In any case, a
busy general aviation ramp is still one of
the most dangerous environments known
to man. Right up there with construction
sites. A great deal of discipline is required
to ensure your personal safety and the
safety of your passengers, line staff and
others who are walking and driving in this
sometimes chaotic place.
Taxiing appears to be such an elementary
operation that pilots become complacent
and inattentive to ground control of
the aircraft. Operating on the ground
during higher than normal or gusty wind
conditions or in close proximity to large
and turbine powered aircraft can be
particularly hazardous for small general
aviation airplanes. Taxiing off the side
of runways and taxiways, running into
potholes and drain swales, and striking
runway marker lights or reflectors can
cause serious damage to landing gear
and propellers, and may also result in
an upset of the aircraft. Collisions with
other taxiing or parked aircraft happen
all too often. Explaining such mishaps
to the investigating authorities and to the
insurance company can be embarrassing
to a pilot because rarely is there an
acceptable excuse for having a taxi
accident.
While the following list is by no means
comprehensive, here are ten things you
can do to help avoid these costly errors:
Know your airport signs as well as you
do standard road signs. Understand all
of them, even the ones you encounter
infrequently. Here are some you are
expected to know. Do you? (Answers are
at the end of this article)

cont. page 20 ►
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Plan your taxi just as you would the
airborne portions of your trip. Be sure to
include NOTAMs. Use taxi diagrams at all
times. There are many excellent cockpit
resources that provide the information
you need, including an electronic flight
bag (EFB), a multi-function display (MFD),
government provided approach plates
(NACO), Jeppesen approach plates, the
Airport Facilities Directory (AFD), and the
ubiquitous Flight Guide. The Avidyne Safe
Taxi diagrams are my personal favorite
because the correct diagram comes up
automatically upon landing. If you do not
have the Avidyne or the Garmin MFD with
safe taxi diagrams, consider the Flight
Guide books. These three small black ringbound books with gold lettering on the
front cover the entire lower 48 states. The
books also have up-to-date information
on FBOs, their location on the field,
and just about everything else you may
need to know for safe VFR arrivals and
departures, all in a compact package. The
Flight Guides will also make last minute
enroute changes a breeze. There is an
optional electronic version embedded in
the Chart Case Pro package as well.
Copy and read back all taxi clearances as
if they were a full route airborne clearance.
This is an FAA requirement; in fact you may
have noticed that ground controllers are
now required to give you the full route taxi
clearance. As an example, ATC used to be
able to say “taxi runway 32.” According to
the AIM “Taxi runway 32” means taxi the
most expeditious way to the full length of
runway 32, crossing all runways (active or
otherwise) except the assigned runway.
Now the controller must say “taxi runway
32 via Charlie, Foxtrot, Alpha” or whatever
the exact route may be. Since this is a
clearance you must read it back word
for word. You do not have to read back
any advisories, such as “caution men and
equipment operating on and about taxiway
Bravo.” You can respond to that part with
“WILCO” which means “I heard you and
I will comply.” Once you accept any ATC
clearance you are required to comply with
the clearance promptly. If you need time
to digest the clearance, read it back and
tell the controller you will be ready to taxi
in two minutes or whatever amount of
time you believe necessary. Or tell him
“standby on the read back” if you want
to take a moment to make sense of your
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scribbles. Remember, a taxi clearance
allows you to cross all runways, active or
otherwise, except the assigned runway.
If there will be any delay in executing the
clearance just accepted, you must notify
ATC immediately.
Do not call ready to taxi unless you know
where you are going. This is a critical
step in taking PIC responsibility for any
flight; I see many general aviation pilots
who fail to grasp this concept. Asking for
progressive instructions is not a primary
means of navigating and should only be
used as a last resort. When you ask for a
progressive taxi you are potentially asking
for the ground controller’s undivided
attention. This can lead to a loss of
separation elsewhere on the field or even
worse, an accident. That said, of course
ask for a progressive if you believe that
to be the safest course. Do not accept a
clearance you do not understand.
If at any time you are unsure of your
position, exit the runway by completely
crossing the hold short line (tail and all)
and stop. Look at the signs and determine
your location. Report this to the ground
controller when you request additional
taxi clearance. Listen carefully to the taxi
clearance, write down and read back the
new clearance as you would any other.
Do not move the aircraft until you can
confidently and accurately comply with
the clearance. According to AIM 4-5-7,
Mode A/C transponders and ADS-B
systems should be adjusted to the “on”
or normal operating position as soon as
practical, unless the change to “standby”
has been accomplished previously at the
request of ATC.
Check your brakes before moving more
than the length of the aircraft. This does
not have to be done abruptly; you can
do so gently without the passengers’
knowledge. If a rated pilot is sitting in
the right seat, ask him or her to check
the brakes on that side as well. All PA46s
have four brake master cylinders; one
associated with each brake pedal. These
hydraulic cylinders are what change the
mechanical energy of applying pressure
to the pedal into hydraulic pressure in the
brake line; they are inside the pressure
vessel behind the rudder pedals. After
prolonged and repeated flights at altitude

with the pressure system in use, there will
sometimes be some “leakage” of air past
the hydraulic seal and into the cylinder.
This will result in some mushiness in the
brakes, which is easily resolved by having
your mechanic bleed the lines.
Keep a sharp lookout outside of
the cockpit for this is not the time to
be studying maps, running cockpit
checklists, or copying ATC clearances.
Keep your taxi speed under control and
never read or write or program the flight
computer while taxiing. Anything that you
cannot do without looking down must wait
until the aircraft is stopped. The original
CAA Pilot Training Handbook published in
1938 advised students and pilots to taxi
no faster than a person walking rapidly.
This is still sound advice when taxiing on
ramps and in parking areas. Taxi slowly
enough that the aircraft will stop instantly
when the brakes are applied or the aircraft
will stop on its own when the throttles are
closed. When in open areas, taxi at a
speed that will allow you to safely avoid
any hazards.

cones, little piles of ice that the corporate
pilots leave on the ramp, drain swales,
sand, pebbles and other FOD (items
which cause Foreign Object Damage).
Avoid taxiing across these areas. If you
are unsure of a safe route to the parking
area, stop and ask on the UNICOM or
ground frequency.
I know of an incident where a pilot sued
the airport authority after he damaged
his propeller by taxiing through a drain
swale. I once walked into a parking meter
on a downtown street because I was not
watching where I was going and I got a
nasty bruise. I did not sue the city.
Keep your distance and avoid taxiing
behind or too closely to large and turbine
powered aircraft and be careful while
taxiing under high wind or gusty wind
conditions. If you are taxiing behind jet
or turboprop aircraft, consider closing
the inflow valve to avoid taking in exhaust
fumes from the leading aircraft. This is also
a valid strategy for eliminating the glycol
odor associated with a de-ice application.

Take care with wing clearance, keeping
in mind always that the wingspan on the
PA46 is 43 feet. If the clearance between
objects looks too narrow, you are probably
right, the space is too narrow. For most
pilots this is the widest GA aircraft they
have ever flown. STOP. Shut down and
take a look or have someone on the
ground guide you through. Always have
an experienced marshal (guide) on the
ground to assist you when necessary to
taxi in congested areas. I once landed
at a small uncontrolled airport in upstate
New York with a taxiway NOTAM’d “Out of
Service.” A brand new Saratoga followed
me too closely on final approach and was
forced to go around due to my back taxi.
During my back taxi, I observed the reason
for the closure: the taxiway had become
overgrown with tall weeds and even small
trees within a wing length of centerline. The
taxiway had clearly been out of service for
many years. The Saratoga pilot elected to
use the closed taxiway and rolled through
some high weeds. He then veered left and
hit a small tree with his left wing. I did not
know any of this until he joined me for the
van ride to town. He was very vocal about
the accident, stating that the ATIS (there
was no ATIS) should have warned him of
the hazard.
Remain on the yellow taxi line throughout
the taxi or until directed otherwise by line
personnel. Use extra care around parking
areas, fringe areas and blast areas. These
surfaces are frequently contaminated with
tie down ropes or chains, chocks, parking

or un-chock your aircraft with a spinning
propeller. If the line staff insists on moving
forward to place the chocks, ask him to
wait by giving him (or her) the stop sign
(a closed fist held upright, curled fingers
facing forward). Right seat pilots will
need to make hand signals in front of the
left seat pilot because that is where the
properly trained line staff will look for the
signals. Place the signal hand(s) close to
the window so that shadows and glare do
not interfere with the lineman’s ability to
see in clearly. Keep your feet firmly on the
brakes after shutdown until the lineman
has indicated that the chocks are in place.
He should indicate this by holding up
both hands closed, with thumbs pointing
inward. If you must park the aircraft on
uneven ground, try to do so with the tail
downhill. This will facilitate the chock
removal prior to departure since you can
leave the chock behind the wheel in place
for engine start. Removing the chocks
prior to flight is a pilot responsibility unless
the task is otherwise clearly delegated.
Never start your engine until all
passengers are on board to avoid
accidents when enplaning or deplaning.
Passengers have been known to walk or
run into spinning propellers or helicopter
tail rotors, and the result is never good.
People not accustomed to being around
aircraft may fail to see the rotating propeller
and inadvertently step into the blade arc.
Few survive. Whenever possible, position
the aircraft so that passengers do not
have to walk forward of the wing to get to
the FBO. The engines should always be
shut down when enplaning and deplaning
passengers unless there are qualified
persons on the ramp capable of controlling
pedestrian traffic to and from the aircraft.
Even so, this is rarely a good idea.

Always wait for the prop to stop after
arriving in the parking area, before
commanding chocks with a hand signal.
Never command the line staff to chock

The ramp area includes enough hazards
to give insurance underwriters cold sweats
at night. Fuel trucks, tugs, GPUs (ground
power units), quiet electric golf carts and
high noise APUs (auxiliary power units)
can easily mask the approach of other
hazards. Children of all ages should be
closely supervised and not allowed to run,
and should always be accompanied by an
adult on the ramp. Pets should be in cages
or on a short leash at all times. Passengers
should be briefed about open luggage
or briefcases, hats, glasses, scarves or
anything else that may be uncontrollable
in windy conditions or in jet or propeller
blasts. Hand propping accidents should
never occur in our airplanes because
in the PA46 the procedure is not safe or
cont. page 22 ►
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appropriate under any circumstance. Always use a marshal
(guide) when one is available unless you can promptly exit the
ramp area after engine start.
Folks, many of these suggestions are not just suggestions
or good ideas; they are procedures widely acknowledged to
be proper and safe. The ten steps reviewed here are used
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consistently by all professional pilots and ground crews. I encourage
you to adopt proper procedures and follow them consistently. As
pilots we must concern ourselves with not only the probability of an
accident but its consequences as well.
Answer to the airport markings quiz:

cont. page 24 ►
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Richard Rochfort
A former corporate pilot and primary flight instructor, Dick is a full-time
Master Certified Flight Instructor providing insurance approved initial and
recurrent pilot training in the Piper PA46 Malibu, Mirage, and Meridian
aircraft. He is currently flying over 450 hours per year and trains 60-80
pilots every year exclusively in these aircraft. He holds multi-engine ATP
and Gold Seal Flight Instructor Certificates with CFII, MEI and CE-525S
ratings. He has been actively involved in flight training since 1991 and
has trained pilots all over the US, Canada and Europe. Dick is an Aviation
Safety Counselor for the FAA Baltimore FSDO, a National Industry Member
of the FAA Safety Team (FAAST) and has conducted hundreds of programs
for the pilot community. He is an instructor for the M/MOPA Safety and
Training Foundation and The National Association of Flight Instructors
has designated him Master CFI. Less than 1% of all flight instructors have
earned this designation. Dick served as a Staff Sergeant E6 in the US Army
Special Forces from 1970 until 1976 as an A team radio operator, training
indigenous personnel in field communications. He worked from 1976
until 1991 as an industrial engineer training manufacturing personnel
for the production of communication and navigation equipment
for US military. His education includes undergraduate degrees in
Clinical Psychology and Engineering and a Masters Degree in Business
Administration. Dick lives in Baltimore, Maryland with his wife and
two daughters. He is a PADI Certified Scuba Diving Instructor, First Aid
Instructor and an Eagle Scout.
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Future Fuel for
High Performance
Piston Aircraft
by George W. Braly

Tetra Ethyl Lead (TEL) was discovered
in the late 1920s, in spite of the common
belief that the discovery came later. Many
also believe that the introduction of lead
into aviation gasoline saved the British in
the Battle of Britain. Perhaps true, but lead
in gasoline had been known for more than
a decade before the summer of 1940.
This glorious and long history of leaded
fuel is not enough to save the day,
however, because lead in aviation gasoline
is likely going to be eliminated completely
sometime during the next several years.
As we transition away from lead in fuel,
we need to deal with facts rather than
fiction. We have our work cut out for us
because there is more misinformation on
the subject of aviation gasoline, lead, and
“octane” than almost any other area of
general aviation.
The level of misunderstanding and
diversity of wild claims about leaded
gasoline is equivalent to the brouhaha
about the now-resolved debate over
lean-of-peak (LOP) engine operations
that raged for a decade after GAMI ™
introduced novel fuel injectors in 1996.
Those injectors enabled many engines
to successfully operate lean of peak
EGT/TIT. One estimate suggests that the
widespread adoption of the LOP engine
operating technique since 1996 has saved
general aviation over $140 million worth of
avgas.

Word Game
As with any technical subject, we first
must be precise in our terminology, so let
us begin with some definitions.
Octane. The octane number of gasoline
is determined by subjecting a sample of
the gasoline in question to testing on a
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made-for-purpose small laboratory engine
that is calibrated against a designated
reference fuel known as “iso-octane.” A
gasoline that operates detonation-free
to the same high level of power on the
laboratory engine as does iso-octane is
defined to be a 100 motor octane number
(MON) fuel.
As an aside, a number of octane-related
measurements you may hear about are
of little interest to aviation. For example
we can ignore “research octane,” which is
largely related to automobiles. The same
is true for (R+M)/2, the research octane
number added to the motor octane
number (MON) and divided by two. You
see this on every car pump at every local
gas station.
Rich Rating. This is yet another octane
rating. This one is an airplane thing, and is
important for high-powered supercharged
engines and turbo supercharged engines
like the power plant in the Malibu and
Mirage. This number defines how the
engine operates with a rather rich mixture,
which is significantly different than how
the engine operates with a leaner and
more typical mixture associated with the
MON. When airplane engine people talk
about “octane” they always mean either
MON or Rich Rating. When someone
mentions the older “green” fuel 100/130,
the first number is the MON and the
second number is the Rich Rating.
D 910 Spec. This is the ASTM D910-07a
specification for purchasing agents to use
to define the universal 100LL avgas that
we put in our engines.
FBO 100LL. This is a term commonly
used by people involved in research for a
replacement for the fuel you get from your
local Fixed Base Operator. This fuel not
only meets the D910 Spec for octane (99.6
MON, minimum) but typically exceeds that
value and is typically measured at around
102.5 MON from most FBOs.

Min-Spec 100LL. This is a fuel that would
just barely meet the D 910 Spec for Grade
100LL fuel, and would typically have a
MON value of around 100 to 100.5.

Swift Fuel
Two years ago at Oshkosh in the summer of
2008, the big buzz was about Swift Fuel, a
“bio-fuel” with high octane. But one of the
dominant components is not commonly
manufactured in refineries at the present
time. Swift Fuel has been tested by the
FAA and GAMI, with the latter confirming
the FAA results obtained in September of
2008. Swift Fuel performs, with respect
to detonation resistance, on par with the
standard FBO 100LL we all enjoy flying
in our aircraft today.
Further, there is
some hope that the Swift Fuel effort can
successfully acquire a manufacturing
facility thereby allowing the new fuel to be
manufacture at a reasonable price.

Good Timing
Just as Swift Fuel as creating buzz, the
EPA in 2008 started making the rounds
in the general aviation piston world with
a simple message: “… we need the
FAA and the general aviation industry to
cooperate with us to get rid of the lead in
aviation gasoline.” The EPA noted that
lead from aviation gasoline is the largest
single source of lead in the atmosphere.
EPA reiterated the message in 2009, once
again at Oshkosh. I was there; I saw that.
But few in the general aviation community,
including all the big alphabet groups, paid
sufficient attention.
At the 2009 AOPA convention in Florida
I witnessed a number of exchanges that
demonstrated pretty clearly through the
haze of bureaucratic niceties that EPA
was unhappy with the FAA and the lack
of progress made in eliminating leaded
fuel over the previous two years. GAMI
President Tim Roehl and I left the AOPA
meeting and returned to Oklahoma
discouraged. The industry was built on

engines that simply would not run “good
enough” on 94 octane unleaded avgas.
I became convinced that the EPA was
going to push forward on the lead
issue. I predicted that sometime in the
subsequent six-to-eight months the EPA
would publish in the Federal Register
a formal notice to begin the process by
issuing an “endangerment finding.” In
April of this year (2010), they did.

High Performance Anxiety
The concern about 94 octane requires
some elaboration. In the last 10 years,
a large number of owners of high
performance aircraft have become
accustomed to operating their engines
efficiently at high power settings ( 75, 80,
85% of rated power) while still remaining
lean-of-peak. This enhanced operating
technique brought the first significant new
performance increases to general aviation
piston aircraft since the introduction of the
TSIO-520 series of engines in the mid1960s.
As an aside, we know of course that
LOP operations are nothing new to the
original TSIO-520BE Malibu pilots, who
have enjoyed this wonderful operating
technique since the introduction of the
aircraft in the early 1980s. That privileged
few represented however only a small
number of pilots; the technology was
never widely adopted by other OEMs.
So after finally making significant inroads,
the now-commonly accepted high
performance techniques have been put
seriously at risk, ironically just as efficient
operations have caught on as mainstream.
Most of our engines can operate on
lower octane fuel but they simply will
not be able to operate with the same
efficiency currently enjoyed routinely by
Malibu, Cirrus, and TN Bonanza pilots,
even with the help of all sorts of magic
electronic doo-dads. (That is, unless we
find a legitimate replacement for 100LL
avgas or a fuel that performs very close,
within one or two octane points). We
have considerable appreciation for the
limitations and capabilities of electronic
engine controls because we designed one
of the electronic doo-dads, which we built
and tested in 2001. The unit works better
than all of the rest but not well enough to
efficiently use low octane fuel.

A New Theory
Back at GAMI, in mid-November Tim
Roehl and I decided to try out a theory I
developed on avgas components and

fuels that we had been mulling over for several months. At the time, experts had a nearly
“universal understanding” about how “unleaded” high octane avgas “worked” or not.
But we suspected there might be a class of unleaded avgas components that could
behave differently than what the conventional wisdom believed to be the case in the
avgas R&D community.
Of course we were not hurt by the fact that we already had sitting on our test stand a
high compression IO-550 engine fitted with twin turbochargers, along with an expensive
system for precisely measuring internal cylinder pressures and associated detonation
events. Even the engine OEMs were not set up to do that kind of critical fuel testing.
So we did what any pair of red-blooded American entrepreneurs would do under those
circumstances. We put together a 40 gallon test batch of fuel and tried out our little
concoction. It worked, the very first time. We did not believe the result, so we kept testing
the fuel over and over again with the same result. After convincing ourselves that this
new fuel worked we named it G100UL.

Work, Work, Work
What do I mean by working? We had five major criteria for viability. We would claim
success if the fuel: 1) works as well as ASTM D910 min-spec 100LL; 2) is completely
“fungible” with existing 100LL, both in the aircraft wing tank and in the FBO storage
tanks. Fungible is just a $10 word for “you can mix it up any way you want” and the result
is all the same to the pilot; 3) can ultimately be manufactured in traditional refineries.
(We do not want to be in the refining business. We want to license the rights to G100UL
to all refineries on an equitable basis, and then go back to making nice stuff to improve
general aviation aircraft); 4) is chemically compatible with the existing fleet of general
aviation aircraft; and 5) costs something close to existing 100LL.
Of the items listed above, number two is particularly important. Without that capability
any transition from 100LL to G100UL would be a logistical and safety nightmare.
We believe we have met those five criteria with G100UL. We have this nice capability to
compare up to three fuels against each other. A fuel farm supplies three separate fuel
streams to each of the two engine bays. At those bays, close to the engine, is a set
of solenoid valves through which we can switch the engine from one fuel to another.
Because the fuel line from the solenoid manifold is so short, only about 20 seconds is
needed for the fuel to fully change over from one to another.

GAMI engine test stand and fuel farm
Following our series of successful tests, we filed a patent. We then asked the FAA to let
us obtain an STC for use of that fuel on the fleet of turbo-normalized SR 22 Cirrus and
Bonanza aircraft; we already owned an STC for the turbo-normalizing systems.
That was December, 2009. As this article is written in late June, 2010, we are still waiting
on the FAA to tell us we can follow the agency’s own rules and advisory circulars to obtain
a certification of a new fuel by use of an STC. Keep in mind, the FAA’s long standing
advisory circular AC 20-24B specifically allows any applicant to do precisely what we are
requesting to be allowed to do. The good news is that we have been informally told that
cont. page 28 ►
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the FAA is going to allow us to proceed with an STC. We are
waiting on the letter. We do not yet know what conditions will
be imposed.

Just The Facts, Ma’am
Below is a series of screen shots of data from the test stand.
The three fuels are: 1) FBO 100LL, with a tested MON = 102.5;
2) GAMI’s G100UL (blended to be a “minimum” version of the
G100UL fuel; and 3) an Ultra Low Lead version of ASTM D910
100LL, with a tested MON of 101.3.
Clearly fuel number one is “best” as would be expected. But
fuels number 2 and 3 are close. This means that the tested
G100UL fuel is performing at least as well as the 101.3 MON
Ultra Low Lead variant. All three of these fuels each exceed the

detonation performance of the “min-spec” fuel that is legal to
be sold as Grade 100LL.
While one can easily get lost in the wealth of data presented
in these pictures from the engine test stand computer screens,
we can make life easy; here is how to decode the detonation
data:
Notice the small round yellow, orange, and red colored “balls”
that appear in some of the six individual cylinder data boxes
in each screen shot. A yellow ball means that at least one
out of the last 20 combustion events was at a level of “light”
detonation in that cylinder. An orange ball means that at least
one out of the last 20 combustion events in that cylinder was
at a level the FAA would call moderate detonation. A red ball
means that at least one combustion event in the last 20 was at
a level of heavy detonation.
In each case the engine is operating at approximately 283 to 292
brake horsepower. The mixture is somewhat rich-of-peak EGT/
TIT and the fuel flow is around 24 gph. The cylinder heads are
hot. Some are up in the range of 440° F. But the real “zinger”
is the induction air temperature, which is artificially forced up
to around 180 to 190° F. Many people greatly underestimate
the effects of elevated induction air temperature on detonation.
As a rule of thumb, each increase of 13° F in induction air
temperature requires one additional octane point. We use the
artificially elevated induction air temperature as a convenient
tool during testing for several reasons, but primarily to force
detonation at lower overall reduced horsepower and reduced
internal cylinder pressures. We thus protect the engine from
unnecessary damage during this kind of critical testing.
I should note for the engineer types out there that some
cylinders normally operate in detonation and others not at
any given time when the engine is operating “in and out”
of detonation, as is the case with each of these three data
samples.
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Real World
We have now been operating our high
compression (8.5:1; by comparison
the Malibu is 7.5:1 and Mirage is 7.3:1)
turbo normalized engines on the G100UL
fuel since last January. Because of the
higher compression ratio, this engine,
when operated at the same horsepower,
is somewhat more critical than either
the Malibu or the Mirage engine. We
have run this engine to more than 370
BHP and demonstrated compliance with
FAA detonation requirements on the
G100UL fuel. Thus this fuel will operate
transparently on the MMOPA fleet of piston
engine aircraft, as compared to 100LL.
Even with these exciting data we cannot
yet declare definitively that G100UL is
“for real.” We may yet run into some
kind of “show stopper” that we have not
anticipated. Experience teaches us to be
cautious. The regulatory frustrations have
been rather significant. As this article is
going to press we have, simultaneously
with the STC project, asked the ASTM fuel
committee to start the formal process to
obtain ASTM specification approval for the
G100UL fuel. We will keep you posted.
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Aviation iPhone
and
iPad Apps
Aviation-oriented iPhone and iPad applications
(apps) are the latest craze in flying. The most
powerful apps provide up-to-date information
for virtually all aspects of flight planning.  The
data available on the devices are impressive,

by Ron Cox

including weather conditions, live radar, route
planning, weight and balance, charts, approach
plates, and HSI coupled to GPS, to name just
a small fraction of what is obtainable.   One
big question lurking in the background: does
any of this enhance safety.  I have read several
articles pointing out the value of iPhone and
iPad programs, but meaningful statistics
are hard to come by, largely due to negative
reporting bias.   After all, data are usually
gathered only on accident aircraft or on pilots
following a violation of regulations.   So we
really have no way to know definitively if the
growing use of the iPhone and iPad in aviation
has resulted in any decrease in IFR weather
fatalities or accidents.
Each time new technology appears on the
aviation scene, we end users and the aviation
press praise the many benefits of the latest
advance.  Perhaps this trend started in earnest
when we saw the introduction of color onboard radar way back in the 1970s. The
new gizmo gave us a clear weather picture
previously unheard of in the cockpit, including
cell intensity and accurate range to weather.  
Yet pilots still stumbled into weather too severe
for pilot or airplane. Why?  They misread the
information, disregarded the radar picture, or
pressed on with the dangerous thought that “I
have been through worse than this before.”  
Recently a PC-12 came apart in the vicinity
of Roanoke, VA. The pilot was well trained,
had received a weather briefing, was equipped
with XM and weather radar, and was in contact
with ATC, which was controlling other aircraft
in the vicinity. Yet the pilot chose to press on
into weather that was clearly worsening as
the flight progressed towards the destination
in Florida.  We will never know why, but two
common maladies are suspect: get there-itis
and overconfidence that going around or over
the weather was a viable option.
So where do iPhone and iPad apps fit into
this picture of technology, pilot skill and
aircraft capability?  Used correctly the various
apps can help us make decisions concerning
weather, assist in the preflight of the aircraft,
and provide backup for navigation or approach
charts, and checklists to make flying safer.  
From this perspective we are fully justified in
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AOPA Airports: airport diagrams, copies
of approach charts, and current weather
Airwx Aviation Weather: flight planning
weather to include live radar
Log Ten Flight: log for flight time
Live ATC: listen to ATC form domestic
and international airports
Checklists: aircraft specific, includes
normal, emergency, and prominent “V”
speeds
Flight Track: tracks graphically flights of
FAA registered aircraft
Clinometer: for determining level for a
specific aircraft
Flashlight: white screen to be used in
aircraft for night operations.

Apps are being developed so rapidly that the
above list will be long-obsolete by the time
you read this, probably quaintly so.   The
point is that from the start aviation apps have
been integral to mobile devices, only to be
accelerated with the introduction of the slick
Apple products.  These advances in technology
can be useful in the world of aviation; but
we have a tendency to demand more from
new applications than they were originally
designed to deliver, or worse to ignore their
output at the most inopportune times. The goal
with any new technology should be to extract
as much utility from it as possible, and no
more.  We should keep this guideline in mind
as the inevitable cascade of new iPhone and
iPad apps springs forth.

our faith in new technology. But if the iPhone
and iPad become simply another tool to ignore
when we do not like the data being provided
we are witnessing nothing but another tech
fad.
Danger lurks where iPhone and iPad apps
could be beneficial when used properly but
if employed inappropriately could have dire
consequences for the pilot. One example is
filing flight plans. If a flight plan is filed directly
from an iPhone and iPad application, a written
record may not be recorded to show that the
pilot complied with FAR 91.103.   There are
some newer programs that interface your flight
plan with a computer server like Flight Aware
and have an e-mail confirmation sent back to
your phone via the internet.
Another area of potential concern is the inflight use of the iPhone and iPad to download
current weather, charts, or approach plates.

The FCC still takes a dim view of the use of
any portable phone device from an airborne
source. As a matter of fact, such use remains
illegal. Cell phones have a tendency to tieup several cell hot spots when used from an
airborne platform. By nature, a cell phones
is a low-powered radio transmitter designed
to link up to a local (nearby) cell tower, with
the call transmitted from one cell to another
as the caller moves along. Calls placed from
an aircraft disrupt this system because multiple
towers are engaged simultaneously.   The
result is that normal cell phone performance
for ground-based users can be significantly
degraded.

BIO: Ron Cox is a retired Army Senior Aviator,
former Piper Training Center Manager, Director of
Training and Sales at SimCom Training Centers,
founder of Aviation Training Management,
Inc. (ATM), and presently the owner and chief
instructor of Ron Cox Aviation Services, LLC.
Ron is an ATP, CFI, CFII, and MEII with over
17,500 TT with 4,500 hours in all series of PA46 aircraft. Ron has been associated with PA46 aircraft since 1988. Ron can be reached at
(772)538-1965 or rcoxpilot@msn.com.

As of this writing, the most popular or common
iPhone and iPad aviation applications are:
•
•

Foreflight: NEXRAD and flight planning
software
Garmin Pilot MyCast: NEXRAD and
flight planning software
FALL 2010
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Become a
Safer Pilot
Mark Swatek

The good folks at the Malibu/Mirage
Safety and Training Foundation invite
you to become a more knowledgeable
and safer pilot by joining us at one of the
upcoming Safety Seminars or one of the
Maintenance and Flight Seminars.

Flight training sessions of two to four
hours are “tailor made” specifically for the
individual pilot. Whether that pilot wants
to hone his instrument skills, work on
emergency procedures, better understand
his avionics and autopilot or receive an
IPC, these sessions give the pilot more
confidence in his ability to fly the airplane
and understand aircraft systems.

on many factors, but high among them
is feedback from attending pilots and
spouses on where they would most like to
go for a great weekend.
As a result, these seminars afford you
the opportunity to learn, to train, to enjoy,
to explore, and to extend your time at
exciting destinations.
Recent destinations include Bar Harbor,
ME; Hilton Head, SC; Vero Beach, FL;
Coeur d’Alene, ID; Prescott, AZ; Myrtle
Beach, SC; and Seattle, WA.

Fine tune your flying skills at some of
the country’s most beautiful airport
destinations.

Data have proven that a pilot who trains
every six months is a safer pilot; and some
insurance companies reward the pilot
who trains this frequently with a premium
discount on aircraft insurance.

Bring your spouse for a weekend of
enchanting views, quality evening time
and relaxing atmospheres.

After a day of honing your piloting skills,
enjoy an evening of fun and fellowship
with other PA46 pilots. Over a good meal
swap stories and exchange tips gleaned
from the day’s lessons in the air and on
the ground.

During the day, pilots have the opportunity
to learn from some of aviation’s most
experienced instructors on a wide range
of topics, including the latest aviation
equipment, weather and safety issues.

The MMS&TF encourages spouses
to attend these small gatherings. The
seminar locations are selected based
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Take maximum advantage of owning this
magnificent aircraft. Reap all the rewards
of being a more proficient pilot as you
fly off to exotic destinations with the full
confidence borne from solid training.
Come join us!
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Matrix
Initial Thoughts of a New
Matrix Owner
Love at First Sight

Martin Doran

My flying partner and I purchased an Avidyne-equipped Cirrus SR 22 G3 Turbo in
October, 2006, and spent a week in Duluth
for transition training. We flew home nonstop almost 900 nautical miles at 15,000
ft MSL to our home base in White Plains,
NY. We enjoyed those lovely westerlies
that at times drove our groundspeed up
over 250 knots. Life could not get much
better. Or so I thought.

A Good Start
We appreciated the SR22’s sleek ramp appearance, excellent climb rate, and ease
of entry. We grew fond of the Continental engine with GAMI injectors and lean
of peak operations. Of course we also
appreciated the safety of that BRS parachute. After about a year or so, however,
my partner started hinting about how nice
those new Piper Malibus were, sitting invitingly on the ramp right outside the FBO.
He is quite a bit bigger than me, standing
at 6’ 2” and weighing north of 200 lbs, so
the bigger airplane was definitely appealing. Between his suggestions and enticing ads in the COPA magazine, my interest was piqued sufficiently for us to take a
test flight with the local Piper representative in White Plains.
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The demo flight was amazing from the
start. The tall stance of the Matrix, the air
stair door and the large, luxurious six-seat
cabin were calling us. The goodies did
not stop once we got inside. The keyless
engine start, the overhead airline-style
panel, the quiet cabin (even without those
noise attenuating Bose headsets) and the
smooth ride provided by the large 43 ft
wingspan were enough to get me thinking
seriously about the cost of “moving up.”
The flight did exactly what such demos
are intended to do, so we started cranking
some numbers and thinking about buying
this larger plane. Why not? My partner
would be able to fit more comfortably and
take along his family of five. I would be
able to take my wife, two children and
the dog nonstop to our summer home
in South Carolina in the comfort of plush
leather seats while listening to Sirius satellite radio. My passengers could play with
those cool window shades to keep out the
bright summer sun.

New or Used?
We talked about pricing on a new 2008
Matrix, but for us the cost would be difficult
to justify. We knew we would have to take
a 40% loss (ouch) on the Cirrus after just
two years of ownership. That ugly market
reality is not a slight against Cirrus, and in
fact is similar to the depreciation on other
new GA aircraft that had been purchased
in 2006. Piper was offering a small discount off list price of just over $800,000
for the fully equipped PA 46 350T. But
paying near full price in a market that was
rapidly deteriorating did not seem prudent. So we started to consider the used
market. Some owner somewhere surely
suffered the shock of the economic crisis
and wanted to unload his new Matrix. For
the same reasons we took a huge financial loss on the Cirrus, we reasoned there
must be a Matrix owner who wanted out
and was willing to face the economic GA
realities of late 2009. The limited market

for used 2008 Matrix probably did not provide a fair picture of the aircraft’s value
because the non-pressurized PA 46 fleet
was yet just too small; less than 100 had
been produced by the fall of 2009.
After carefully monitoring Controller.com,
speaking to brokers and learning more
about the Matrix, we were in negotiations
for a 200 hour 2008 model at a price more
than $150,000 below the very best pricing
on a new 2008 bird. Being cash buyers
helped. The seller, who was approaching
80 years old, had sadly lost his medical
and was ready to part with his beloved
airplane. This all made for a smooth closing.

The Many Matrix Benefits
After 9 months of Matrix ownership I am
as enthusiastic about the plane now as I
was after the demo ride. Let me explain
what I see as the most significant benefits
of Matrix ownership to date.
Cabin Class Comfort
The benefits start with cabin class comfort. Pilot and passengers enter in style
through the rugged air stair door. Once
inside everyone can stretch their legs and
say goodbye to that claustrophobic sense
of crowding found in most four-to-six-seat
GA aircraft. Now, do not misunderstand:
you will not be strolling down the aisle or
using a real restroom. Speaking of which,
I understand in fact that the relief tube is
a marketing gimmick; I have yet to meet
any Malibu driver who does not prefer
Sporty’s popular LittleJohn or some type
of disposable container. You will also be
able to fit 100 lbs of cargo in the rear compartment, accessed through the cabin,
and another 100 lbs in the nose baggage
compartment outside. This split 100 lb
limit seems to work fine for almost all our
trips. We have found that for weight and
balance purposes we almost always pack
the rear baggage compartment, reserving

the forward compartment for lightweight
supplies that do not need to be accessed
in flight like oil, towels, fuel sump, and
cowl plug.
Approved for FIKI
A proven and reliable system approved
for Flight Into Known Icing (FIKI) is an
option for which almost all owners have
opted. The system provides the kind of
sophistication that makes the Matrix an allyear, most-weather aircraft. The aircraft is
equipped with a dedicated vacuum pump
for boots on the wings, horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin; electric prop heat,
electric heated stall warning, ice detection
light, alternate induction air, pitot heat and
an electric heated pilot’s window. Coming
from the TKS “weeping wing” anti-icing
system on the Cirrus, which is not FIKI,
the capabilities of the Matrix really shine.
Boots have a long history of reliability, a
big consideration during winter months
in the Northeast. Icing of course can be
present at altitude any time of year, but flying into the teens is a no brainer with this
system.
Simple Avionics Transition
The avionics in both the 2006 SR22 and
the 2008 Matrix are almost identical: Avidyne Entegra PFD and MFD with two
Garmin 430W boxes, STEC 55X autopilot,
similar Garmin comm panels, and GTX
330 transponders. This makes the transition from one “technically advanced aircraft” (TAA) to another a breeze. The sim-

ilarities eliminate the need to relearn the
nuances of different boxes, and reaffirm
the utility of my earlier studies. Familiarity with the avionics allowed for more time
learning aircraft systems and emergency
procedures.

in capturing a localizer. That particular
talent is evident when NY approach has
vectored us onto final just past the minimum two miles outside the FAF, telling us
of course at the same time to keep our
speed up.

Although almost identical in configuration,
I found the Matrix to be more user friendly
than the Cirrus because of the location of
the 430W’s, the better panel location for
the autopilot and the less sensitive yokemounted electric trim. In the Cirrus I had
struggled with the overly sensitive electric
trim, and lack of manual trim, and pined
for the days when I had manual trim back
just like in my old Cessna 182. As it turns
out, though, I rarely use the manual wheel
in the Matrix. The electric trim has just
the right sensitivity and works at about
the same rate as I would use manual trim,
allowing me to make fine adjustments to
relieve yoke pressures. Is that not what
trim was intended to be used for?

A Winning Combination
Although the Matrix boasts numerous
other pluses over composite competition,
just the comfort of the cabin, proven FIKI
system and the ease of transitioning to
a technically advanced aircraft make the
Matrix hard to beat. In future articles, I will
describe specific details of the Matrix that
make this aircraft a wonderful bird for this
800 hour pilot. I will also mention my pet
peeves, because after all the Matrix could
not call itself an airplane without having a
unique set of little idiosyncrasies.

Although most pilots have complaints
about rate-based autopilots like the STEC
55X, we have found that if the servos are
up to the task, they perform extraordinarily well. Our Cirrus had the same autopilot, which wandered and did S turns at
a pace of random leisure. After reading
many threads on the COPA site, I understood clearly that the problem was not the
the AP but the servos Cirrus had installed.
This was confirmed with the purchase of
our Matrix, which holds a steady heading
in flight and adjusts smoothly for changing crosswinds, but also does a fine job
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Issues and Answers

e.
2.

3.

Mary Bryant

4.
As our multi-national owner base
grows, and international travel and
implementation of ICAO terminology
and standards increases, fluency in a
variety of standards, measurements
and terminology becomes increasingly important. In recognition of this
growing international trend, we review
here values and formulas helpful in
aviation, with a special emphasis
on the conversion of traditional
USA measurements to international
standards. More than one answer
may apply.

Questions
When converting nautical
miles (NM) to statute miles
(SM)
a. equivalent nautical miles
will be greater than
statute miles.
b. equivalent nautical miles
will be less than statue
miles.
c. 1 NM = 1.15 SM
d. 1 NM = 1.35 SM

1.
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5.

6.

1 SM = 1.15 NM

MACH can be determined by
a. KTAS x Speed of light
(Knots)
b. TAS x Speed of sound
c. Speed of sound (Knots)
/ KTAS
d. KTAS / Speed of Sound
(Knots)
Standard temperature (ISA)
at sea level is
a. 32 degrees in winter
b. 59 degrees F
c. 15 degrees C
d. 47
degrees
in
either Fahrenheit or
Centigrade
To convert Fahrenheit (F) to
Centigrade (C)
a. C = F x 0.56
b. C =( F +32) x 0.56
c. C =( F – 32) x 0.56
d. C = F – 32
Standard temperature 		
(ISA) at any altitude can be
determined by
a. (15 degrees C – 2) x
(altitude/1000)
b. looking
at
the
performance charts in
the POH
c. looking at the airspeed
indicator
d. looking at the altimeter
Standard pressure is
a. 1013mb
b. 29.92 Hg” (inches of
mercury)
c. typically displayed on
the transponder
d. 14.7 psi
e. used for the altimeter
setting above FL16

7.

A US gallon of Avgas weighs
a. 5.67 pounds
b. 6.75 pounds
c. 6.0 pounds
d. 7.56 pounds

8.

A US gallon of JetA weighs
a. 5.67 pounds
b. 6.75 pounds
c. 6.0 pounds
d. 7.56 pounds

9.

One
a.
b.
c.
d.

10.

One quart of oil equals
a. .95 liter
b. 1 liter
c. 1.06 liters
d. 2.19 liters

11.

One foot equals
a. 12 inches
b. .3048 meters
c. .33 yard
d. Size 10

12.

To convert Hobbs time from
tenths of an hour to minutes:
a. divide by 60
b. divide by .083
c. multiply by .125
d. multiply by 60

US gallon equals
3.28 liters
3.79 liters
3.97 liters
.833 imperial gallons

Answers
1. a. and c. A statue mile = 5,280
feet. A nautical mile = 6,076 feet
2. d. The speed of sounds is about
741 MPH. For those with a real
taste for formulae the speed of
sound can be calculated at 39
x square root of temperature in
Kelvin. Kelvin = Celsius +273
degrees.

3. b. and c.
4. c. or to go the other way, F = C x
1.8 + 32.
5. a. and b.
POH performance
charts provide performance data
corrected for both altitude and
temperature variations.

a quick approximation of JetA
pounds into liters, divide the
number of pounds required by 2
and add 10%. For example, 600
pounds of JetA required equals
300 + 30 or 330 liters.

11. a., b., and c. 1 foot = .305 meters
or 1 meter = 3.28 feet
12. d. multiply by 60. For example, .5
Hobbs x 60 = 30 minutes.

10. c. 1 quart = 1.0565 liters

6. a., b., and d. One millibar =
0.02953 inches of mercury.
7. c. 6.0 pounds or 2.72 kg
8. b. 6.75 pounds or 3.06 kg. For
a quick approximation of JetA
gallons required, take off the last
zero and add 50%. For example,
600 pounds required equals 60
plus 30 = 90 gallons
9. b. and d. US gallon = 3.79 liters
or 1 liter = .264 US gallons. For

Mary Bryant
Mary has been a pilot for over twenty-five years and has instructed in the Malibu since 1988 when
she worked for the Piper Training Center. Subsequently, she was Eastern Region Sales Director and
Malibu Mirage demonstration pilot for Piper Aircraft. Mary was also co-founder and owner of Attitudes International, Ins., The New Piper Aircraft’s exclusively approved training school for Malibus,
from 1991 - 1998.
Mary urrently provides Malibu-Mirage and Jet Prop training through Eclipse International, Inc. in St.
Petersburg, Florida. Mary holds ATP, CFII, and MEI certificates, and is type rated in the Cessna Citation. She also has a BA from Northwestern University and an MBA from the University of Illinois.
Mary may be reached at 727.822.1611.
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Malibu Maintenance
Repeat Offenders

Kevin Mead

As most MMOPA members know, I answer
the organization’s technical hotline. Any
MMOPA member, or mechanic working
on a member’s airplane, is entitled to call
at any time with a technical question. I
will do my best to help out. I have fielded
calls from all over the world, at all times
of the day and night, and on almost every
major holiday. I have even received a few
calls from air traffic controllers relaying
questions from pilots experiencing some
difficulty in the air. Over the years, I have
noticed that many of the same questions
come up repeatedly so I thought a review
would be useful to visit some of the most
common concerns.
Issue: Caller reports a turbo problem.
Upon questioning he reports that at
altitude he lost manifold pressure to
the point where he began to lose cabin
pressurization. Descending to a lower
altitude solved the problem. Everything
looked and behaved normally on the
ground.
I asked what happened when he went
to alternate air, only to learn he never
did. That many people never think to
try alternative air when experiencing
manifold pressure problems is somewhat
surprising.
Issue: A pilot calls to say his mechanic
told him his prop heat will not work when
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tested on the ground and that his ammeter
reads zero. The mechanic proposes a
repair.

Issue:
A Mirage owner calls, stuck
somewhere, reporting his plane will not
start.

I confirm that the plane has a three-blade
prop conversion. A mechanic unfamiliar
with this modification and working from
the wiring diagrams provided for the
original two blade prop would be unaware
that the prop heat in this application is
designed to work only when the plane
is off the ground in order to protect the
composite blades. A special ground test
procedure must be conducted with this
configuration.

I usually begin with a few questions such
as: how did the engine operate on the last
flight? Was the TIT higher than normal?
Did you have to richen the fuel mixture to
keep the engine cool? If the pilot answers
“yes” to these questions, he probably has
a dead magneto. Less common would
be a low battery or a starter vibrator with
bad points. As I have written many times
over the years, the 500-hour magneto
inspections called for in the maintenance
manual are not adequate for the Mirage.
I believe in opening the mags at every
annual or around every 200 hours,
whichever comes first.

If this chain of events is not interrupted,
the consequences can be expensive.
So far I have had three planes come into
the shop with the prop heat rewired by a
mechanic unfamiliar with the three-blade
modification.
The mechanic rewired
the prop heat to work on the ground,
which bypasses the safety system built
into the Hartzell modification installation
procedure. (The four-blade MT prop
works differently). At best the mistaken
rewiring needs to be corrected; at worst
overheating on the ground can damage
the Kevlar prop blades. The bottom line is
that you must make sure your mechanic
knows if your plane has been modified,
and if so, what that modification means
for maintenance and repair.
Issue: A mechanic calls to say that the
stall heat on a plane in his shop does
not work on the ground, getting only
lukewarm.
This is an easy one. To protect against
overheating, the system is not supposed
to heat fully on the ground. Simply have
someone manually depress the squat
switch while the test is done.
Issue: A Meridian owner calls to ask
if I can get him a switch for his starter
because his has gone south.
Upon questioning he reports that his
starter disengages as soon as he removes
his finger from the start button. Additional
troubleshooting is in order. Although the
switch is possibly bad, a far more likely
scenario is that he has a bad module.

Issue: A PA46-310P owner reports his
alternator fail light remains illuminated.
I first question if someone has just
changed the #2 alternator. If so, most
likely the incorrect alternator has been
installed. This happens frequently, but is
not necessarily the fault of the mechanic.
The proper alternator is no longer
available from Piper, so must be ordered
under a vendor number with a special
suffix designating a live stator. In fact,
even when ordering using the correct
part number you should let the accessory
shop know that you need an alternator
with a live stator.
Issue: A caller reports that on his most
recent flight he could not get a gear down
light.
Ninety percent of the time this problem
is reported after a long flight at high
altitude. This complaint is one of the most
persistent in the PA46 fleet, and there
really is no permanent fix. Recycling the
gear in flight usually resolves the problem,
but not before you might be thoroughly
rattled.
Issue: A JetProp owner calls to say he
needs to order a new torque transducer.
When I ask for symptoms, he usually
replies that he lost his torque indication.
Bad transducers are not unheard of but
cleaning the connector and transducer

takes care of the problem a high
percentage of the time. If the problem
becomes chronic, I have found that
JetProp’s SIL 09-560-02 vent line fitting
and hose location mod helps in many
cases.
Issue: A frustrated mechanic calls to
report multiple vacuum pump failures.
This is frustrating because the problem
is common but easily avoided. I usually
do not get the call until at least two
replacement pumps have been installed
and failed in rapid succession. In almost
every case they have neglected to clean
the deice control valve or the manifold
pressure check valve after the initial pump
failed. As a result of the original failure, one
or both of these valves may have become
choked by carbon, thereby preventing the
newly installed pumps from exhausting
their air. This causes them to overload,
overheat and fail.

Issue: A caller reports that his cabin
temperature
cannot
be
properly
controlled, typically resulting in a cabin
that is too warm.
I usually advise pilots to check the
temperature sensor. The sensor is often
accidentally left unplugged when the
sidewall has been removed and reinstalled
for maintenance.
Issue: A mechanic calls to report that he
has a Mirage (or Meridian) that sounds a
horn in the cabin continuously when the
aircraft is on jacks, and he is unable to
silence the alarm.

Kevin Mead
Kevin is an IA who has specialized in Malibu/
Mirage maintenance for most of his 20 plus
years in general aviation. He is a licensed
private pilot with a multi-engine rating.
In 1998, Kevin formed his own business, Mead
Aircraft Services, which he runs from a small
farm in Inman, Kansas. He will continue to
provide support to the Malibu/Mirage fleet in
the U.S. and abroad.

This is a simple one. The offending horn
is the stall warning. When the plane is
up on jacks, the load has been removed
from the landing gear so the plane is in
flight configuration but at zero airspeed;
the warning will sound until you pull the
circuit breaker.
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New Members

From

M•MOPA

Headquarters

Elie Vannier
Lausanne, Switzerland

Emil Moshkovich
Jericho, NY

Elie is Chairman of Flamel
Technologies.

Emil is an Engineer. His company is
Renaissance Technologies LLC.

Jeffrey Brooks
Niwot, CO

Michael Vrabec
Menasha, WI

Jeffrey is a professional Pilot.
Brian Annett
Lee, FL
Brian’s company is Annett Bus Lines.
Russ Caauwe, Executive Director

Jack Wybenga
Plano, TX
Michael Miller
N577HP
Kalamazoo, MI
Michael has a Meridian. His
occupation is Oil/Gas Exploration.

Jack’s company is Aeromarine. He
is an Engineer.
Denis Thomassin
Terrebonne, Canada

Charles Trower
Scobey, MT

Denis is CEO of CHCA, Inc. He has
over 1250 hours and holds an IFR
rating.

Charles is a professional pilot. His
company is Charles Trower Aviation,
Inc.

Sergio Vladimirschi
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Ann Pollard
Marshfield, MA

Randy Chapman
Traverse City, MI
Randy’s company is Chapman
Financial.

S. Val Staker
Salt Lake City, UT

Curt Bonelli
Prescott Valley, AZ

Mr Staker has a Meridian. He owns
The Staker Company.

Curt’s company is CSB Properties.

David’s company is LoadMaster. He
has a JetProp, and has over 3800
hours.
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Tony Reed
N140MM
Sarasota, FL
Tony’s company is Reed
Management LLC. He has a Matrix
and has over 500 hours.
Scott Stevens
Scotia, NY
Scott is a Civil Engineer. His
company is Dimension Fabricators.
He has over 1200 hours and holds
the following: ASEL ASES Instrument
Airplane and AMEL.
Clint Hanson
Mequon, WI

Sergio is Manager of Comexport.

Ann’s company is Shoreline Aviation,
Inc. They are in the business of
aircraft sales and acquisitions.

David Bass
N118AG
Durban, South Africa

Michael has a Meridian and has over
900 hours. He is a Physician.

Solly Capua
Markham, ON, Canada
Solly is President of Aviation
Unlimited, Inc.

Clint is an Engineer. His company is
Granite MEDSystems.
Mark A. Hanson
Norwell, MA
Mark has a Matrix. He has over
350 hours and holds a Commercial
license with ASEL MSEL and
Instrument ratings.
David Hermel
N221PP
North Mankato, MN
David’s company is the A. H. Hermel
Co. He has over 2000 hours and
holds Instrument, seaplane, and
rotocraft ratings.
He has a Malibu.

Michael Max Leibinger
N53235
Ravensburg, Germany
Michael has a Meridian. He is CEO
of Winkler Flight GmbH & Co. KG.
Adrian Nisbet
VH-FEE
Thornleigh, NSW
Australia
Adrian is in Engineering. His
company is Radtel. He has a Mirage
and has over 1100 hours.
Jaime Steel
Piqua, OH
Jaime is President of Steel Aviation,
Inc.
Catherine Guschewsky
N561C
Lander, WY
Catherine’s company is Fremont
Motor Company. She has over
560 hours and holds an Instrument
rating.
Peter Douglas
Holland, OH

Phil Scharber
Phoenix, AZ
Phil’s occupation is Aircraft Sales
with Cutter Aviation. He has over
6000 hours flying time.
Gary Crandall
N22TP
Cortland, OH
Gary has a Matrix. He has over 325
hours and holds a Private license
with SEL and Instrument ratings.

John Schulte
N417JS
Irving, TX
John has a Mirage. He is a Civil
Engineer. His company is CSJ
Engineering Associates.
Shea Hensley
Greeneville, TN
Shea’s Health Care company is
Locums.

Paul Terry
Vancouver, BC
Canada
Paul is an Engineer with Magellan.
KC Ayers
N194PM
Bellevue, WA
KC has a JetProp. He is Operations
Mgr for Payette Aviation Leasing LLC.
Peter Levine
Irvington, NY
Peter’s company is New Holland
Capital. He has over 800 hours and
holds SEL and Instrument ratings.

Russ got his Private license in Norfolk, Nebraska
at the age of 17. At 19 he joined the USAF and
was a Radar mechanic for 2 years until being
accepted into the Aviation Cadet class 53-F. He
served as a pilot, flying F-94’s and F-89’s in the
82nd FIS and 76th FIS in Iceland and Presque Isle
Maine. Upon return to civilian life he was an IBM
Customer Engineer for 10 years, then started
his own data processing company, doing billing
for Independent telephone companies. In the
late 90’s he sold his company to his partner and
remained active flying the company ’84 Malibu
and later the ’89 Mirage. In 1998 he became
Executive Director of MMOPA.

Peter is President of The Douglas
Company. They have a Mirage.
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Handling an In-Flight Fire
in a PA46

John Mariani

In-flight fires always get our attention, as
these two events certainly did:
• At 2:04 PM on May 11, 1996 ValuJet
Flight 592 took off from Miami destined
for Atlanta. The flight disappeared from
radar at 2:14 PM. In ten minutes, 110
souls were lost to an on-board fire.
• At 10:10 PM (Atlantic time) on the
September 2, 1998, Swissair Flight
111 was cruising at Fl330 when the
crew detected smoke from the air
conditioning. The aircraft struck the
ocean at 10:31 PM and 229 souls were
lost.
Twenty-one minutes elapsed
between the first sign of fire and loss
of the aircraft.
What is the lesson here? With a fire in
flight we have precious little time to get
on the ground. This lesson holds true
whether we are flying a jumbo jetliner or
a Cessna 150.

Mark Spitzer

As pilots we are trained to return our
airplanes to an airport from which we can
fly again. Even with engine failure, we
have learned how to trim for best glide
airspeed, aim for an airport, and try to
make a landing without bending metal if
possible. When we practice our engineout procedures, we do so near an airport
so that we can return to the airfield, plan
the pattern and land on the first third of the
runway. Many of us have also practiced
engine-out instrument approaches to
a runway. However, we rarely practice
approaches to fields or roads: our instinct
and natural inclination is to make our
way to an airport in an emergency. That
however is not always the best course of
action, particularly in the case of a fire in
flight.

Little Time
We often feel a new urgency to practice
for unexpected “anomalies” after we hear
about highly publicized emergencies.
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In this article we will review some of the
common causes of cabin and engine
fires in flight and how to handle these
life-threatening emergencies in the PA46.
Bottom line: in most cases, fire in flight
is a truly dire situation that must be dealt
with immediately.

Cabin Fire Causes
Electrical Short
An electrical fire can be caused by chaffed
wires that short to the airframe, or by short
circuits or other failures that are internal to
equipment. Usually, but not always, a fire
is prevented by a circuit breaker. When
shorted, an unusually high current will flow
in the wires feeding the defective circuit,
and the wires servicing this circuit will heat.
Usually the circuit breaker trips before
temperatures reach the ignition point of
the surrounding materials. However, the
wires may remain hot for a minute. If
the circuit breaker is reset immediately,

the wires will continue to heat and may
reach the ignition temperature. Hence we
must, as a critical safety factor, wait before
resetting a tripped circuit breaker. If the
circuit is not essential, wait to reset until
you are on the ground. If essential and
the reset breaker trips again, do not reset
a second time. If you succumb to the
temptation, you are now literally playing
with fire. Something is obviously wrong.
Flammable Cargo
The ValuJet fire was started by chemical
oxygen generators, the same type used
in the PA46 for emergency oxygen,
improperly loaded in the cargo hold, The
canisters were not deactivated, and when
triggered brought down the aircraft in a
few minutes. Conceivably, this type of
catastrophic failure could happen in a PA46
if the forward baggage compartment is
loaded with flammables. Carrying a bottle
of gasoline in the baggage compartment
is probably not a good idea; but what
about a bottle of vodka? Should we use
the forward baggage compartment to
ferry a gallon of isopropyl alcohol to add
to our fuel at our next stop? Well, we know
that accelerants in the forward baggage
compartment can greatly increase the
intensity of a fire that starts elsewhere.
Therefore prudence would dictate that we
not carry flammables at all or, if we must,
that we carry them in the cabin where we
can keep an eye on the tiger.
We also need to consider non-flammable
liquids
in
the
forward
baggage
compartment. Can the container handle
the pressure differential? A well-sealed
container with internal pressure at sea level
will have a larger differential in the flight
levels than the 5.5 psi differential seen in
our cabins. The potential for rupture is
real. On the other hand, a poorly sealed
container has the potential to leak.

Hot Paper
Cabin fires can be started in several
ways that usually involve paper coming
in contact with something hot. Some
years ago a cabin fire was started in a
Malibu when a chart dropped behind
the entertainment console and came in
contact with a voltage-dropping resistor
that was used in the cassette tape 12
volt power circuit. (For you youngsters,
voltage-dropping resistors are the oldtech way of converting 24V to 12V. They
get rather hot.)

cut hoses and ignite the flammable fluids
they contain (oil, fuel, and hydraulic fluid).
A telltale sign of an exhaust leak is grey
powder forming on engine components.
Exhaust gas can leak from cracks,
deteriorated couplings, or defective
turbochargers. Make sure the exhausts
clamps are tight during your preflight by
pulling on the exhaust pipes. They should
not exhibit any play. Any suspected
exhaust leak should be checked out prior
to flight. In a piston-engine PA46, the
integrity of the exhaust system should be
visually checked at regular intervals, such
as at every oil change (25 hours or so).

Emergency Oxygen
Fuel Leak
Another potential source of ignition is the
oxygen-producing exothermic reaction in
the chemical oxygen generators. These
units get extremely hot when triggered,
which is what caused that ValuJet to go
down. If you need to start an oxygen
generator, be sure no papers of any
kind are nearby to be ignited by the hot
surfaces; of course do not touch the
generator for you will be burned if you
do. In spite of much confusion among
pilots, this emergency oxygen supply is
not required in the piston-engine PA46
models, which have a certification ceiling
of 25,000 feet. Many of us have had them
removed or replaced with safer gaseous
oxygen bottles

Engine Fire Causes
Engine fires can be caused by equipment
malfunction of multiple varieties; we’ll
cover the most common here.
Starter
One source of a malfunction in the
piston PA46 that could lead to a fire is
the starter. You may have noticed a
red “starter engaged” annunciator that
illuminates during start. If this light should
not extinguish when you release the start
button, an immediate shut down of the
engine is required. If the starter should
remain engaged, the engine will drive
the starter motor, which will overheat
and soon be destroyed. In at least one
occurrence known to us a starter did not
disengage and caught fire. A fire could
also be caused by a failure of a generator
or compressor, but we know of no actual
examples.
Exhaust System

A fuel leak is obviously the most serious
source of an engine fire. Any sign of a
fuel leak in the engine compartment is
sufficient reason to ground the airplane.
In flight, a fuel leak that ignites can bring
down the airplane in minutes. Hydraulic
fluid leaks in the gear system are less
serious, but can result in damage to the
hydraulic pump and gear failure if they
progress, so such leaks must be treated
with caution.
Those of us flying with older engines
usually tolerate a small amount of oil
leakage. These leaks are hard to pin
down. However, oil leaking from a hose or
turbocharger must be attended to before
further flight. A burst oil hose or failed
turbo will ruin your day.
Speaking of hydraulic leaks: if the gear
lights indicate an uncommanded downand-locked configuration, suspect either a
ruptured hydraulic hose or an engine fire
that has burned through a hose. Turn the
plane to the left and look behind you for a
smoke trail. If you are trailing smoke, you
have an engine fire. Now what?

Fighting Fires
Realize first that if you suspect a fire,
you have an urgent situation. Begin
immediately to think about landing. If you
see or smell smoke (or confirm a smoke
trail outside), you have confirmed the fire
and now have a bona fide emergency. If
you are IFR, declare the emergency! You
are going to need help, especially if in
IMC. As you deal with the fire, you must
begin planning a landing. If you are in
visual conditions over an airport, stay right
there as you descend.

Electrical Fire
Electrical fires are dealt with by: 1) dumping
the cabin pressure to get rid of the smoke
inside the cabin, and 2) after a short delay,
cutting off electrical power. If in doubt
about what circuit to shut off, turn off both
alternators (or generator) and the master
switch; wait for the smoke to subside and
then re-engage the emergency bus (in a
Continental-powered PA46) or the ground
clearance (in a Lycoming-powered PA46).
If the smoke returns, kill the electrical
power and leave it off.
If the smoke
subsides, take out your emergency GPS
and portable transceiver (you carry one,
right?) and proceed to an airport. If the
fire is still burning, you must immediately
execute a precautionary landing, in a field
if necessary. You will have to use your
judgment, but remember the number one
rule when you cannot extinguish the fire:
get on the ground.
As you prepare to turn off electrical power,
think about what flight instruments will
be available. Will you have a vacuum or
battery-powered artificial horizon? You
will definitely not have an autopilot so
be prepared to hand fly. Remember too
that without electric power, you have no
electric trim. You should train annually
for an electrical failure to become familiar
with the flight instruments that remain
operational when power is removed.
Cabin Fire
Smoke and fire in the cabin can be
handled several ways, including of course
using the fire extinguisher. If the fire
can be put out, you can proceed to the
nearest airport for a change of attire. If
not, the basic rule of dealing with fire still
applies: land immediately. Judgment is
required as always. In the pressurized
models, be sure to dump the cabin. Note
though that your fresh air supply may
be compromised if the fire has burned
through the environmental system
ductwork. If you have a storm window,
you may be able to get some fresh air
through that. Your supplemental oxygen
may be helpful if the smoke will not clear.
The oxygen could accelerate a cabin fire;
on the other hand you cannot live if you
cannot breathe. Use your judgment here
as well; there are no easy answers. In the
Matrix, you may want to open all the vents
and try to flush out the smoke.

Another source of engine fire is the
exhaust system. Hot exhaust gas allowed
to leak within the engine compartment can
cont. page 50 ►
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Handling an In-Flight Fire in a
PA46
(continued)

Engine Fire
An engine fire is one of the most serious
emergencies a pilot can ever face. Where
there is smoke you must assume there
is fire. One problem is that the source
and extent of an engine fire is almost
impossible to verify. For this reason,
unless you have confirmation otherwise
(such as the starter-engage light), you
must assume that an engine fire is or will
soon be fuel fed. At this point your first
action must be to cut off the fuel with the
fuel selector valve. Except for the sound
of your rapidly beating heart, things will
get quiet quickly: you just shut down the
engine.

Descent and Landing
Considerations
In-flight fires are ugly all around, and
many times offer nothing but less-thanoptimal options for descent and landing.
If you discover an engine fire while in the
flight levels or in IMC (or both) you have
some difficult choices to make on your
way down.
When thinking of engine-out procedures
we usually consider our time aloft or best
glide airspeed and gliding range. With an
engine fire, these concepts do not much
matter. The maximum time aloft is now
dictated by time remaining before the fire
burns through the firewall and into the
cabin. Understand that the burn through
time may be much shorter than the time
to glide to an airport from FL250. That
stainless-steel firewall will not resist a fire
indefinitely. Once the fire has penetrated
the firewall, the airplane and all occupants
are lost. Your goal is to get down before
that happens. If you are on fire over the
Rockies at night in IMC, well, you are
having a bad day. Otherwise, here are
some options to consider.
Should you dive the plane? Certainly
this is consistent with the compelling
need to get down as quickly as possible.
Remember, too, that upon shutdown of
the engine you are losing pressurization,
so without supplemental oxygen (which
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you may decide is not prudent to use)
you need to get down to 10,000 feet
quickly. By diving you not only descend
quickly to breathable altitudes but you
may also force enough air through the
engine compartment to put out the fire
and cool things off. In order to dive the
plane without negative g’s, roll into a bank
as you lower the nose. The bank will add
positive load factor, which will offset the
negative load factor from pitching down
at cruise airspeed. Be careful not to
use abrupt or full control inputs at cruise
airspeed. This maneuver will also allow
you to look behind to verify trailing smoke.
If you are successful at extinguishing the
fire, you may see the smoke diminish. Do
not attempt to restart the engine; you may
well restart the fire. Never take this risk.

leave the gear up so that you come to a
stop quickly without flipping the airplane.
Be forewarned though that an engine fire
can burn through the hydraulic lines, so in
spite of your intentions the gear may be
down and locked anyway.

Should you glide to an airport? If the fire
seems to be extinguished, your best bet
might be to glide to a landing at the best
available site, which could be an airport.
If you are in IMC and are by chance
positioned to reach a final approach
course, this might be your optimal choice.
If you choose this option establish best
glide airspeed.

3. If you confirm an engine fire, immediately
shut off the fuel and land in the nearest
field. Never try to restart the engine after
an engine fire.

Should you land on the terrain immediately
below? If you are still trailing smoke, do
not even think about trying to save the
airplane by landing on a runway; save the
people on board instead. A descent below
the clouds and a precautionary landing
in a field will likely be the best course of
action. Yes, an off-airport landing certainly
carries risk. However, a fire carries a
greater risk. The PA46 airframe is strong.
If the airplane is flown at a low airspeed to
the point of impact, the landing should be
and usually is survivable. In contrast, if the
fire reaches the cabin and the pilot loses
control, chances of survival are not good

On the Ground
After your successful emergency landing,
get everybody off the plane quickly. This
is not a good time to wonder if your
passengers know how to open the door;
you briefed them on this before the flight,
right? If landing on soft ground or water,

A Quick Summary
1. If you suspect a fire, you have an
urgent condition requiring an immediate
diversion to an airport.
2. Smoke indicates fire. If you confirm a
fire, you have a dire emergency. Declare
one if you are talking to ATC. If you
cannot extinguish a cabin fire (or clear the
smoke from the cabin), land immediately,
off-airport if no alternative is available.

Final Thoughts: Ideal versus
Reality
We offer repeatedly the sage advice that
when facing a fire we should save our life
and the lives of our passengers with no
concern for an airplane that will shortly
belong to the insurance company. That
said, how will we really react to an inflight fire? Can we overcome our instinct
to “make the airport” to save our plane?
After all, PA46 pilots do not normally
intentionally fly their airplanes into corn
fields to convert a million-dollar machine
into junk metal. Maybe our risk/reward
analysis depends on whether we have
passengers. Without passengers, we can
ask: do I want to take the risk of limping to
an airport breathing fire? Is the potential
benefit worth risking my life? Some may in
fact answer yes. But we cannot make this
calculation for our passengers. We must
maximize the probability that they will live,
regardless of the cost to our reputations
as pilots, regardless of the damage to
our egos, and regardless of our desire to
preserve our formerly wonderful airplane.
If an engine compartment fire calls for
shutting the engine down and landing in a

field, that is what we must do. Too many
have tried to make the airport, and only
a few lucky souls have lived to tell their
tale.

John Mariani, a former Engineering Specialist
on military airplanes at Northrop Grumman,
has been associated with Piper Aircraft
Corporation for nearly 15 years (1976-1991)
as an engineer (on the original PA 46 design
team since project inception in 1979 to FAA
type certification in 1983), test pilot and, finally,
ground and flight instructor in the Customer
Training Center. His qualifications include,
besides a degree in Aeronautical Engineering
from New York University, a Master of Science
degree in Mechanical Engineering from Florida
Institute of Technology, and Airline Transport
Pilot, Seaplane and Flight Instructor licenses for
single, multi-engine and instrument with over
12,000 hours of flight time (over 7000 hours in
PA 46’s). John has ferried and instructed in PA

46’s nearly all over the world. In addition, since
February 2004, John has been teaching all
the MMS&TF (Malibu/Mirage Safety & Training
Foundation) Safety Seminars. In his spare
time, John enjoys flying his CAP-10, a 2-seat
aerobatic tail dragger. He is available for initial
and recurrent training (under Mariani Aviation
Services, LLC) in the PA 46-310P Malibu, PA 46350P Mirage, Matrix, Meridian and JetProp.

Mark Spitzer is the Founder and President of
Photonic Glass Corporation. He has a Ph.D. in
physics, and has been involved in small, high
tech semiconductor companies for his entire
career. Mark comes from a flying family: his
father and two of his brothers are pilots, in fact
his father Matt was a member of MMOPA in
the 1990’s. Mark got the flying bug as a kid
flying with Matt, and took his first ground school
course in 1969, but put aside flying for many
years. He returned to flying in 1985 at Hanscom
Field, and he has been based in the Boston
area for 25 years. He has over 1000 hours in
the PA46, has commercial multi-engine and
seaplane ratings, and is a CFI. Mark owns a
1986 Malibu based in Mansfield MA.
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JET TRANSITION

upgraded version would include Flight
Into Known Icing (FIKI) and enhanced
auto pilot functionality. Without these
modifications, the Eclipse is an incomplete
airplane and, in my opinion, not worth
considering.

Brett Lunger

Over the last few years, Eclipse, Cessna,
Embraer and Honda have given birth to
an entirely new category of aircraft, the
VLJ. After looking at the glossy ads in
various aviation magazines the pleasures
of ownership are not difficult to imagine.
Admit it, you want one. Of course you do.
Who would not want to fly his very own jet
at 41,000 feet at better than 340 knots?
But reality and fantasy do not always
intersect. So what would jet ownership
really be like? If you are like me, that first
question soon morphs into a more specific
question about the practicality of making
the transition from a propeller driven aircraft
to a jet. Almost without exception, the
transition can be successfully completed.
Yes it can be done, if you bring to the table
a significant commitment of money and
time.

Money, Money, Money
Throwing lots of dollars at the quest is
a bit simplistic as a formula. The real
trick is to examine closely the details of
both components of money and time and
query if the result warrants the effort. But
as a first cut the two components can
initially be considered separately. Let’s
look first at the money question. Before
even considering acquisition costs, take a
close look at the typical mission you fly
and determine if a jet would practically
complete the same average trip. Does
that mission cover enough distance to
take advantage of the faster speed of
a jet? In the summer months, do you
operate where convection is common so
that flying higher would be particularly
helpful? If you answered “no” to either
question the cost of owning and operating
a jet might make the whole proposition
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untenable.
Eclipse
If you are still in the game, consider the
specifics. Aircraft acquisition will settle
somewhere between $1.8 million to $4.9
million. At the lower end of that range ($1.8
- $2.2 million), you could buy an upgraded
Eclipse. I have over fifty hours flying the
Eclipse and the aircraft is economical and
fun to fly. According to press releases the

Of additional concern is the question
of support. The original Eclipse design
team created an aircraft largely with
proprietary components. Thus, future
parts availability and cost of maintenance
is difficult to quantify.
That aside, expect Eclipse operating costs
to run somewhere between $400 and
$500 per hour. If maintenance is available
and affordable, the Eclipse would be a
relatively economical choice. If not, you
would be the proud owner of an expensive
paperweight.

Mustang

Additional Costs

A new Mustang will cost $3 million, plus
or minus, depending on options. This
is a superb airplane, solid, functional
and capable. I have nearly 150 hours
flying the Mustang and the airplane has
exceeded every expectation. Operating
costs will vary depending on support
packages and other variables but will
range between $600 and $700 per hour.
An excellent support network is in place,
so maintenance and parts availability will
not be an issue.

No matter your choice, the cost of
insurance and hangar rental must also
be considered. Depending on hull value
and pilot experience, expect to pay
between $20,000 and $35,000 per year
for insurance, perhaps more for less
experienced pilots. The cost of hangar
rental varies considerably but could run
as much as $2,500 per month.

Phenom 100
One notch up the scale is Embraer’s
Phenom 100.
Again, depending on
options and CPI increases, expect to pay
$3.9 million for a factory-delivered aircraft.
Operating costs will be comparable to,
or slightly higher than, the Mustang.
Although still in the early days, Embraer
should to be up to the task of maintaining
its growing fleet.
Honda
The Honda, if advanced into production,
will be the most costly of the four.
Purchase price will be at least $4.9 million.
Operating costs, given the number of
unknowns, are hard to predict at this
point. In all likelihood this aircraft will be
successful as the top-of-the-line VLJ, but
potential buyers must be prepared to wait
until 2013, 2014 or maybe later to take
delivery. I suspect that to many pilots the
$5 million dollar price tag would make the
cost-benefit analysis a deal breaker.

We cannot forget the cost of flight training.
Of course you can cut corners but I strongly
recommend against any tendency in this
direction. Flying a jet is serious business,
and precision air work is mandatory not
optional. Extensive training is essential.
A significant part of your training expense
will be your initial type rating course. Plan
to spend between $15,000 and $25,000.
My choice was Flight Safety International,
not the cheapest option but in my opinion
absolutely the best resource for training.
Note that if you choose to save a few
bucks with a lesser-known provider, you
may pay the piper with a bigger insurance
premium.

Time Commitment
So we have the question of money resolved.
Working the numbers and calculating the
dollars and cents is easy. You decide to
sell your Meridian, your wife’s car, and a
cherished baseball signed by Babe Ruth.
You explore to see how much you could
get for your two kids. You buy a lottery
ticket. Piece of cake, you now have the
money in hand.

The truly hard part of this proposition
is bringing to the table the necessary
commitment of time and energy. No
matter your experience level, transitioning
to a jet requires absolute commitment.
You will likely need to change your
entire approach to daily living. My own
experience will illustrate this point.
Before even getting close to a VLJ, I
saw clearly some pretty big holes in my
resume. In particular, all of my flight time
was for personal use, with only limited
multi-engine time. That profile is not
designed to make insurance underwriters
happy.
My situation required a multi-step
solution. I first picked up a second-incommand (SIC) type rating from Flight
Safety in Atlanta. This allowed me to fly
right seat with Jet US, a small charter
company flying out of my home base in
Wilmington, Delaware. Although only a
single plane operation, the business was
run to the highest standards. The plane,
a Citation II, was immaculate and the
ops procedures were equal to the best
out there. Furthermore, the owner was a
former Meridian pilot. My flight time with
Jet US was limited but gaining experience
with a professional operation was
invaluable. And yes, getting a paycheck
was pretty cool too.
I next prepared for the initial type rating
course. I have completed initial type ratings
for both the Eclipse and the Mustang,
cont. page 54 ►

Secondary Market for New
A vibrant, secondary market has sprung
up for both the Mustang and the Phenom.
Not to be confused with the used aircraft
market, these are new aircraft, or more
accurately, aircraft delivery positions.
Maybe the position-holder had money
invested with Bernie Madoff and decided
not to take scheduled delivery. Whatever
the reason, these positions can be had
for up to $300,000 less than the “sticker
price.” A word of caution, though: the
process of locating a suitable aircraft, and
negotiating and closing the transaction is
challenging to say the least. Work with
someone who knows the game. I used
JetAviva to assist in buying my Mustang
and selling my Meridian. Without question,
they saved me significant dollars and
countless headaches.
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Jet Transition
(continued)

and I can attest to the importance of precourse preparation. In both instances, I
was able to access training software and
online resources to address this task. As
a consequence, the classroom portion of
both courses was much less draining. Also,
I was able to get some actual flight time
in both aircraft before taking the course.
Again, this made a huge difference.
The importance of advance preparation
cannot be emphasized strongly enough.
I have seen high time, professional pilots
struggle because they had not gained
adequate experience and familiarity
with the specific avionics and auto pilot
systems of their new aircraft.
Make no mistake; these preparatory
activities represent a major commitment.
Done properly your efforts cannot help
but impact other aspects of your life.
Spouses will have to be tolerant. Standing
in front of a Mustang cockpit mockup as
you sear the memory items into your
brain will be a mystery to those around
you. Your mumblings through emergency
procedures and aircraft limitations during
dinner will wear thin. No matter, because
you must know where the buttons are
and what they do before you get in the
simulator. There is no other option if you
wish to pass the course.
Finally, after as much preparation as
I could muster, I took the initial type
rating course. Given my limited aviation
credentials, going with a first class training
resource was really the only option for

me. Higher Power provided the training
for the Eclipse program and Flight Safety
International handled the task for Cessna.
Both were excellent. The point is to sign
up with the right provider with the best
program.

After the Type Rating
For me training did not end with the type
rating course. The next step was mentor
training. The actual time you spend
with a safety pilot will vary depending
on your insurance company, but plan
on a minimum of 15 to 25 hours. Make
the most of this flight time. Your attitude
is critical here. Just getting through to
build the necessary time would be a big
mistake. Find a mentor pilot who will

give you real-world experience in a broad
range of flight profiles, and who will make
the time training fun. You are picking up
the tab for these flights; why not get the
most out of them? If your mentor pilot
does not have a list of tasks, draw up your
own. Be proactive.
You will also be required to undergo
recurrent training. This is an ongoing
process and is particularly important
for those pilots who tend to frequently
fly the same missions. Under those
circumstances, becoming complacent
is easy. Skills gained through the type
rating course begin to atrophy. Recurrent
training is the answer to that problem.
Flying a jet is a thrilling experience. Getting
there is a challenge, but the hurdles can
be jumped with proper dedication to the
task. As with most achievements in life
the goals most worth attaining are the
most difficult to reach. Transitioning to
a jet perfectly encapsulates that truism.
The climb may be steep but the reward
more than justifies the effort to reach lofty
heights.

A 3,000 hour pilot, Brett had logged substantial
time in both the Piper Mirage and Meridian
before transitioning to his Mustang. His non
flying life has not been dull, either: a stint in the
Marine Corps in the late ‘60s and a career in
professional motor racing in the 70’s.
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Brief Ruminations on
IFR Basics
A little further down, FAR 170.3 clarifies
that “Instrument meteorological conditions
(IMC) means weather conditions below
the minimums prescribed for flight under
Visual Flight Rules (VFR).”
Richard K. Wright

Note from the Editor: In the June issue of
the AOPA Magazine, regular contributor
Mark Twombly regaled his readers with
an account of a Piper Malibu pilot in
Florida who made all of us look bad with
numerous transgressions, among which
included unprofessional radio work and
busting Class C airspace. The pilot as
described in the story was amateur hour
in action. By coincidence I received
this article by email shortly after reading
Twombly’s piece. Ordinarily I would not
publish a story about basic IFR in the
MMOPA Magazine with the understanding
that all of our pilots have advanced beyond
this stage. The AOPA article reminded
me that such is not necessarily the case.
This is a good opportunity to pass on
some thoughts about basic concepts
concerning instrument flight rules.
Early in instrument training, students
must develop a solid understanding of
just what IFR really means. We know that
according to FAR 61.51(g), “(1) A person
may log instrument time only for that
flight time when the person operates the
aircraft solely by reference to instruments
under actual or simulated instrument flight
conditions.”
Nothing is simple with the FAA, so the
regulations define actual instrument
conditions in Part 170, which oversees
“Navigational Facilities.”
FAR 170.3 states, “Instrument flight
rules (IFR) means rules governing the
procedures for conducting flight under
instrument meteorological conditions
(IMC) instrument flight.”

FAR 91.155 gives the minimum VFR
weather conditions, which are the dividing
line between VFR and IFR flight.
When weather conditions are below
weather minimums for the airspace we
are in, we can log actual instrument time
(and of course must comply with all the
other regulations governing IFR flight).
So on most flights filed under IFR only a
small portion (if any) would be logged as
actual.
But all this really is only one small part of
IFR flight, even if an important one. When
we file IFR, whether flying in IMC or VMC,
we fit smoothly into a highly regulated
system. Flying IFR means exchanging
our VFR rights to alter speed, direction
and altitude at will for the benefit of
having someone watch our progress and
help with collision avoidance. ATC can
also help with weather avoidance when
workload permits; advances in technology
have made this more common than not
now. Flying IFR of course allows us to
arrive, depart and cruise when VFR flight
would not be possible, or perhaps not
advisable.
This marvelous system works extremely
well, particularly when pilots and
controllers understand their respective
roles and the nature of their partnership.
Working with and not against each other
is critical to safe operations.
Pulling our weight as IFR pilots in the
partnership means first and foremost the
ability to fly the airplane procedurally to
maintain altitude, airspeed and course with
the precision expected of us for instrument
flying. Adopting standard procedures will
reduce workload and minimize the amount

of physical and mental activity associated
with controlling the airplane. We learn to
let “the airplane do the flying” with only
subtle pilot input. Flying straight and
level, climbing, turning and descending
are fundamental maneuvers that we must
master effortlessly for consistency and
reliability. This skill forms the backbone
of IFR flying.
Procedural flying means consistency in
execution to achieve consistent results.
We “fly by the numbers” instead of by
the seat of our pants. Specific power
and pitch settings will yield expected
performance, with only small trim
adjustments to fine tune. IFR pilots know
the numbers cold. For example, in the
JetProp (dash-21) on an ISA day when
being vectored to intercept a localizer,
setting 350 lbs of torque in level flight will
result in an airspeed of 120 knots; putting
the gear down in that configuration will
cause a descent of 500 fpm at 120 knots.
Every time. No guesswork. Variations in
actual temperature and pressure require
nothing but small trim adjustments to hit
those performance numbers.
Turning is also done procedurally to
achieve a standard rate turn of three
degrees per second. There is a bank
angle that will achieve this rate for a given
airspeed. If we cruise at a consistent
indicated airspeed, the same bank angle
will always produce a standard rate turn,
provided, of course, that the turns are fully
coordinated.
Flying procedurally by the numbers not
only reduces workload but also makes for
a smooth transition from flight by visual
reference to flying solely by reference to
instruments, for example when departing
into a low cloud deck. Interpreting the
instrument panel is much easier when
you know what performance to expect
from your specific power and pitch inputs.
Attitude flying (flying by reference to
cont. page 56 ►
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Brief Ruminations on IFR Basics
(continued)

the attitude indicator) quickly becomes
natural when flying by the numbers.
We trust the gyroscopic attitude indicator,
but verify. We do so by scanning the
panel to ensure that a given input yields
the expected performance. The airspeed
indicator, heading indicator, altimeter,
VSI and turn coordinator/inclinometer all
combine to confirm we are in level flight,
descending, climbing or turning, or some
combination of those, as expected. Of
course we also scan our navigational
instruments to verify we are on course.
Through training and practice we hone our
flying skills and maintain tight discipline.
Maneuvering our aircraft with minimal
input and little mental strain has the
important effect of giving us plenty of
time to talk to ATC, change radio and
navigational frequencies, find and read
preprinted procedures, copy down
instructions and clearances and brief our
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approach plates.
The rest of the story is about knowledge and
communications. Like most disciplines,
IFR flying has a unique vocabulary, which
must be mastered. We must do so to
effectively communicate our needs and
to respond to ATC commands. Effective
communication requires that pilots and
controllers fully grasp the intentions of the
other. We cannot comply with instructions
we do not understand nor can ATC give
us a requested clearance if they have no
idea what we want. Our communications
are therefore concise and precise.
This partnership spans time and space.
We fly through the air in an aluminum
tube while our counterpart sits in a distant
darkened room looking a screen that
reduces us to a blip. The controller cannot
replace our eyeballs, and is usually not a
pilot. She cannot fly our airplane. But she
can look far ahead into the system in ways

unavailable to us. The combination of
perspectives and skills is powerful when
properly coordinated.
Our job as IFR student pilots is to learn
standards and procedures, gain the
necessary skills to fly by reference
to
instruments
and
master
IFR
communications. Once we earn the rating
our challenge is to retain our knowledge
and skills so that we fit seamlessly into the
system. For as IFR pilots we know that
we must fly precisely and communicate
concisely.

Bio: Rick Wright is a retired airline executive
who is a commercial pilot and Master CFI/CFII/
MEI with over 5700 hours of flight time. He
specializes in TAA aircraft training, owned and
operated a Cirrus Training Center and Service
Center in Fort Lauderdale, Fl and now lives in
the Scottsdale Arizona area.

Reykjavik: Iceland’s
Hotspot

Thierry Pouille

For the past 12 years we have organized a
number of journeys to Europe and around
the world; almost all include a stop in
Reykjavik, Iceland. The capital city is
home to fully two-thirds of the country’s
total population of 320,000. We come
here for good reason, as we will soon
discover, but first let us get some dirty
laundry out of the way.
Normally quiet Iceland has been a
leading story in international news this
year, starting with a spectacular financial
crash followed by the pyrotechnics of
an angry volcano. Put bluntly, Iceland’s
currency collapsed, the largest banks
failed and the economy imploded to a
virtual standstill. The value of the stock
market plunged 90 percent. Late last year
the International Money Fund financed
a $6 billion economic stabilization loan.

Early this year Iceland’s president vetoed
a bill designed to repay the billions lost by
the United Kingdom and the Netherlands
when the banks went under. The vetoed
bill was wildly unpopular at home for
the simple reason the law would burden
every citizen with a debt of $18,000, not
including the money lent from the IMF.
Britain and the Netherlands were none too
happy. In this muddle one thing is clear:
Iceland is in for a long-haul of austerity as
global financial institutions work through
the crisis. I bring up this non-aviation
background with the single purpose of
letting you know that when landing and
visiting the island you will see virtually no
evidence of the struggle. We even have
the advantage of a diminished Icelandic
Kroner, which significantly lowers the cost
of traveling there. Do not let the news
scare you away.

Political and Geological
Activity
Reykjavik sits on the western shore of
Iceland, which itself is located on the
mid-Atlantic ridge.
Consequently the
country is volcanically and geologically
active on a rather large scale. Unlike
any other country, more than 80 percent
of all energy needs in Iceland are met
through geothermal and hydro power. Oil
is imported only for ground transportation
and to fuel the fishing fleet. The country
is also one of the world leaders in using
fuel cells in transportation. Look closely
at any gas station and you will likely see
hydrogen offered next to gasoline.
In spite of a latitude far north on our

globe, the climate is temperate due to
the Gulf Stream surrounding the island
nation. This mild climate combined with
abundant marine resources has attracted
human settlements from the earliest
times. The first occupants trace back to
874 AD, followed closely with extended
visits by the Norse, Celtics, Norwegians
and Danes. Modern culture is based on
the Norse heritage and a warm embrace
of high technology. WiFi hotspots are
abundant, internet connections speedy
and dropped calls a myth.
The road leading to this technologically
advanced modern state was not smooth.
Iceland was ruled by Norwegian kings
until 1380, when a complicated series
of events in Europe that unfolded over
decades eventually led to Danish rule. In
1602 the people of Iceland were compelled
by statute to trade with no country other
than Denmark, a trade monopoly that
lasted until 1854. By 1874 Iceland was
granted home rule, a state of quasiindependence that lasted until 1918 when
Iceland became a sovereign state, but
one in union with Denmark, which would
still manage issues of foreign affairs and
defense. When Denmark was invaded by
the Germans in April of 1940, the Icelandic
Parliament decided to assume the role of
the Danish government, taking over the
duties of the Danish king. In May, just one
month later, the British invaded Iceland,
eventually stationing 25,000 troops there.
The native population at the time was
around 120,000. In July of 1941 British
cont. page 58 ►
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Views from a JetProp
(continued)

rule was passed to the United States,
freeing British soldiers to return to a more
urgent theater of war closer to home.
American forces eventually numbered
40,000, yielding the odd result of having
more American adult men on the island
than native Icelandic men. A referendum
in 1943 led to full independence in 1944,
making Iceland a free republic unshackled
from Danish rule and rid of all occupying
forces, for the first time in more than 1000
years.

Aviation
The enormous Icelandic airspace of
Reykjavik OCA has the call sign of
Reykjavik Control. You will be talking to
them a long way out. There are a total of 25
airports in Iceland, but we use Reykjavik
exclusively as the airport of entry for the
simple reason we always receive fantastic
service there. Reykjavik (ICAO code
BIRK) has a total of six runways, most of
which are open to general aviation as well
as some local domestic flights and cargo
haulers. The field has an ILS. The airport is
situated 207 ft above ground right on the
coast; most approaches are over water.

The FBO we use is BIRK Flight Services
(ph: + 354 552 1611, or online at http://
www.birk.is/w/handling). Call ahead to
announce your arrival. During your time
at the airport, either arriving or departing,
take a moment to visit the building where
all of the transatlantic crossing traffic is
handled. The quick detour is worth your
while. There you will find a nice gentleman
who for years was a control tower
operator in Reykjavik before moving on to
his current position where he sees all the
trans-ocean traffic in and out of Reykjavik.
More than one time he has heard the last
words of people crossing the Atlantic and
falling short of their destination.
After Reykjavik, Keflavik is the second
most popular airport for international
service. The field was formerly a U.S. Air
Force base built during the Second World
War. Keflavik has not only an ILS approach
but a radar approach as well. If you have
made several mistakes along the way and
arrive low on fuel in bad weather at least
the radar operation will be able to bring
you down to the runway.

To the north of the island you will find
another airport in Akureyri (ICAO code
BIAR), which is Iceland’s second largest
city. On the way you will see a number of
air strips along the coast. All are available
to GA, no surprise in a country that is
aviation-friendly.
Egilsstadir (ICAO code BIEG) offers an
ILS approach on runway 04 with a 200’
AGL minimum. The airport, as a port of
entry with Customs, is a popular alternate
for Reykjavik. Even with the precision
approach, the field sits in uncontrolled
airspace. So while there is a controller,
he only provides information and traffic
advisories. The approach down the fjord
can be spectacular as you get squeezed
between vertical walls that seem perilously
close, and which offer no room for any
deviations from the flight path.
I mentioned these four airports because
by experience I know a fog bank can roll
right over Reykjavik and Keflavik. Typically
then either or both of the airports to the
north, Akureyri, or east, Egilsstadir, would
be open and able to handle any request.
Prior to your next transatlantic crossing
get comfortable with these four airports
and have Plans B and C ready in your
flight bag.

Weather
All of the approach plates for the different
airports of Iceland can be found in the
Jeppesen Transatlantic Trip Kit. This is a
worthwhile, in fact essential, investment.
You must also be aware that Iceland has its
own dedicated weather reporting station
available on the web (http://en.vedur.
is/weather/aviation/taf/). For reasons
unknown to me their TAF and METAR do
not present the same information found
on the equivalent system in the U.S. In
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any case, one big advantage offered by
the Iceland weather website is a long-term
TAF taken out to 24 hours, something
not currently available at this time in the
U.S. A webcam allows for a glimpse of
current weather. The site offers prognostic
charts for Europe (sourced from the U.S.)
and transatlantic satellite photos (from
NOA-based information). Weather radar
is available as well, always a bonus for
all pilots. Before crossing the ocean
familiarize yourself thoroughly with this
website.

Accommodations
Iceland has much offer, so let us first
concentrate on Reykjavik. For ferry pilots,
the first choice is the Hotel Loftleidir,
directly across and only 50 yards from
the BIRK FBO. Ask for a room facing the
airport and you can keep an eye on your
plane. You will have plenty of daylight to
do so; during the month of June the sun
rises shortly after setting, so the sky never
gets completely dark.
If you decide to venture downtown,
numerous hotels are available from nice
to luxurious. Our property of choice has
been Hotel Borg located right downtown
with access to numerous restaurants and
the amenities of town center. Radisson has
a couple available, one downtown close
to the seashore and the other halfway
between the airport and downtown. Both
offer Swedish comfort with large rooms,
comfortable furniture and Icelandic food.

Excellent restaurants are abundant. One
of our favorites has been Einar Ben. This
past summer we also found a unique
establishment called Fiskfelagid (Fish
Company), also very good. If money
is no object and time no constraint, try
Tveir fiskar, one of the best restaurants
in Iceland, serving an amazing variety of
fresh seafood in the ancient traditions of
the island.
If you divert to Akureyri you will find
good accommodations at the Hotel Kea
(note that this is a rare case in which
you will have no internet access) and the
Hotel Nordurland (which does have the
expected free wired and wireless access).
Both are four-star and centrally located
downtown. If weather brings you instead
to Egilsstadir, try the Hotel Herad, a threestar facility close to the airport. The hotel
has a good restaurant if venturing out
seems like too much work.

routine, overcome new challenges and
expand your aviation horizon. Join us the
next time we head that way.

Thierry (Terry) Pouille is president of, and the
leading force behind, Air Journey LLC. He
personally organizes every excursion, and always
looks for new ideas, new places to visit and new
destinations. Thierry has accumulated 34 years
of flying, in which time he has flown to most of
the Caribbean Islands, all of the countrieds of
Central America and many countries in Europe.
He owns a trusty Beech Baron E55 that takes
him to many of these foreign lands. He is an
avid photographer. Thierry can be reached at
Thierry@airJourney.com

If your visit to Iceland extends a few days
you can choose among plenty of activities
to stay busy, including bird watching,
fishing, whale watching, icecap riding
with guided tours on snowmobile or fourwheel ATV, and arctic rafting. Must-see
destinations include the powerful Gullfoss
waterfall, geysers (the most famous being
the Great Geysir and Strokur), and of
course the Blue Lagoon.
Flying your own aircraft to Iceland is an
adventure you will likely remember and
cherish forever. A trip across the Atlantic
is a great way to break out of the same old
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M•MOPA Classifieds
FLORIDA SPRUCE CREEK FLY-IN
For 25 years, Spruce Creek Fly-In Realty has proudly served the Spruce
Creek community. As we celebrate this important milestone, all of us wish to
say “Thank you” for helping to make our business such a success. We look
forward to meeting and serving new neighbors and friends, and to continuing
our support of the Spruce Creek Fly-In Community.
America’s Premier #1 Fly-in and Country Club Gated Community with its own
Airport. 4,000’ paved, lighted, east/west runway, paved taxi-way, fuel. Featuring
hangar homes, golf course homes, nature homes, and condominiums. 15
minutes from Daytona Beach International Airport and the Atlantic Ocean. Contact
Spruce Creek Fly-In Realty for information on all properties and prices, new or
resale. Website: www.fly-in.com
Lenny Ohlsson, Broker
Email: sales@fly-in.com
800-932-4437 or Evening 386-761-8804

GPS Manuals

Pilot-friendly manuals are now available for the GPSmap 696 and Garmin G900X. Our task-oriented manuals are simplified directions
that lead you step-by-step through all the operations. An Index supplements the Table of Contents to help find specific subjects. Using
our manuals along with the unit in simulator mode or PC trainer on the computer is the FASTEST and EASIEST way to learn the intricate
operations.
Our Library also includes: The Garmin GNS 430, 430W, 480, 530, 530W, GPS on the G1000, G1000W, GPSmap 295, 196, 296, 396, 496,
Bendix/King’s KLN 89B/94, KLN 90B, KLN 900, Lowrance 600C and 2000C. G1000W and G900X cost $54.95, IFR models $44.95 and
Hand helds $39.95. Add $6.00 for S&H. Other than U.S. add $6 more. ZD Publishing, Inc., PO Box 3487, Wichita, KS 67201, 888-3103134. (In Kansas 316-371-3134) www.zdpublishing.com
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Training Companies ...
The following facilities offer initial and/or recurrent training for the Malibu•Mirage.
This list does not constitute an endorsement of any of the trainers listed below.

Aircraft Training Services, LLC.

Lester Kyle’s Aircraft Training

Shawnee, KS
(913) 908-7752

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 562-5438

Initial & Refresher Courses

Initial & Recurrent Training

Aviation Training Management

Mariani Aviation Services

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 778-7815

Vero Beach, Florida
(772) 567-8666 or (772) 713-4368

Initial & Refresher by Appointment

Initial & Refresher Training with
John Mariani at any location

Eclipse International, Inc.

St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 822-1611
Initial & Refresher with Mary Bryant at
St. Petersburg or Customer’s Location

RWR Pilot Training

Baltimore, Maryland
1-866-870-8196
www.rwrpilottraining.com

Mirage, and Meridian with Dick Rochfort
At any location
SimCom Training Centers

Vero Beach, Florida
1-800-272-0211
Initial & Refresher by Appointment
Ron Cox Aviation Services, LLC
Anywhere, USA
(772) 538-1965 Cell
Initial and Refresher Training on all series of the
PA-46

Initial & Recurrent Training for Malibu,

Events Calendar
MALIBU/MIRAGE SAFETY & TRAINING FOUNDATION SESSIONS
August 13 – 14			
Olathe, KS				
Johnson County Executive Airport (OJC)
Marriott Overland Park

October 8 – 9			
Palm Springs, CA				
Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport (TRM)
La Quinta Resort & Spa (Hilton Waldorf
Astoria)
November 11 – 13		
Hilton Head, SC
Hilton Head Airport (HXD)
Hilton Oceanfront Resort and Spa

SAFETY SYSTEMS / MAINTENANCE SESSIONS:
November 11 – 13		
Hilton Head, SC
Hilton Head Airport (HXD)
Hilton Oceanfront Resort and Spa

20th Annual Convention
October 27-30, 2010
Amelia Island, Fl

Helpline ...
620-728-8634
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Disclaimer
The comments, articles, stories, letters and information contained in this
magazine are the personal opinions of the writers and are not to be construed
to be-official policy or commentary of the Malibu-Mirage Owners and Pilots
Association.
Neither the Association nor its directors, officers nor the Publisher give any
official sanction to any articles, stories, letters or information contained
herein.

The Malibu•Mirage owners and Pilot Association appreciates the support of its advertisers. Please use their services whenever possible and tell them you saw their ad in the
Malibu•Mirage Magazine.

THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE AND PROPER
OPERATION OF HIS/HER AIRCRAFT AND IT IS THE RESPONSIBLILITY OF THE
PILOT-IN-COMMAND TO OPERATE THAT AIRCRAFT IN COMPLIANCE WITH
THAT AIRCRAFT’S PILOT’S OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER OFFICIAL
MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.

Officers, Directors and Staff
Jonathan Sisk,
President & Ombudsman

Lexington, KY, (KLEX), jsisk@audioauthority.com Phone: 859-351-5429,
Committees: Executive, Bylaws, &
Convention Planning, Member since
1998, 2000 Mirage owner, N555JV, Day Job: Electronics manufacturer, Audio Authority Corporation

Jim Yankaskas,
Past President

Chapel Hill, NC, pwsjry@med.unc.edu
Phone: 919-967-7182
Committees: Nominating, Bylaws,
Academics, Advocacy, Member since
2000, 1984 Malibu, N4372B, Day Job: Physician,
Professor of Medicine Pulmonary and Critical, UNC

Larry Johnson,
Director

McKinney, TX, ljohnson@cutteraviation.com, Phone: 214-335-0605
Committees: Nominating, Logistics,
and Marketing, Member since 2000
Day Job: Aircraft sales, Cutter Aviation

Dick Rochfort,
Director

Baltimore, MD, mail@rwrpilottraining.
com, Phone: 410-435-3333
Committees: Nominating, Academics,
Safety & Training, Member since 1997
Day Job: Full time flight instructor for PA46
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Tom Kieffer,
Vice President &
Website Publisher

Eden Prairie, MN, & Scottsdale, AZ,
Tom@Kieffer.com
Phone: 612-636-0300, Committees:
Marketing, Membership & Publicity, Magazine, Website Member since 1998, 1989 Mirage/JetProp N816TM
Day Job: IT consulting & services, Virteva

Jeff Schweitzer,
Director and
Magazine Editor

Spicewood, TX, jschweit@swbell.net
Phone: 512-264-8026,
Committees: Magazine, Nominating, Convention
Planning, and Website, Member since 1998, 1996
Mirage/JetPROP N722ET, Day Job: Author, marine
biologist, former White House Asst. Dir.

Bart Bartlett,
Director

Raleigh, NC, bartman4@stanfordalumni.org, Phone: 919-789-1482
Committees: Academic, Convention
Planning, Marketing, & Website
Member since 2003, 1985 Malibu, N43911
Day Job: VP Sales & Marketing, Pancetera Software

Russ Caauwe,
Executive Director

Green Valley, AZ, russ46@cox.net
Phone: 520-399-1121, Member since
1991, 3,500 hrs in Malibu & Mirage
Retired USAF Pilot, engineer,
entrepreneur & corporate pilot

Mona Rathmel,
Secretary/Treasurer

Dallas, TX, mrathmel@airsure.com
Phone: 972-532-2439
Committees: Safety & Training,
Finance, Convention, Academic,
Member since 1998, Day Job: Aircraft Insurance
Broker, AirSure Ltd.

Manny Casiano,
Director

Frederick, MD (KFDK),
casiano@alum.mit.edu
Phone: 301-606-2850
Committees: Academics
Member since 1998. 1989 Mirage/JetProp N49PK
Day Job: Surgeon, Hospital administrator

Eric Roehl,
Director

Crystal Lake, IL, Eric.Roehl@sbcglobal.
net, Phone: 847-910-9215
Committees: Chair Finance, Member
Bylaws & Policy, Member Since 2000,
1999 Mirage, N90ER, Day Job: Enterpreneur

Bill Alberts,
Convention Coordinator

Pittsburgh, Hilton Head, Bonita Springs,
FL, Alberts46@aol.com, Phone: 843785-9358, Member since 1990, 1,100
hrs in Piper Mirage, Retired Business
owner, and former MMOPA President, Event planner for several owner groups, and avid motorcycle
enthusiast.
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